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This issue is in honor of
returning UNM alumni and
Homecoming. In it are captured a few highlights in the
history of the University.
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The Sn-ovv this Winter

Nixon Speech_ Sparks Conflict

Unrest Sweeps University in 1970
By Chris Miller
burnings, shootings and closed
During the first week of May, campuses at hundreds of colleges·
1970, students went on strike at441 and universities across the United
colleges and universities, causing States, and UNM was _not immune
250 of them to completely shut to the turmoil.
down. The entire college and
By Monday, May 4, ROTC
university system in California was offices were occupied, classes were
closed.
boycotted and demands calling for
There was violence and paranoia ·the impeachment of President
coast to coast which brought Nixon echoed from coast to coast.
National Guardsmen to dozens of
And then, it got worse.
campuses, including UNM.
On that Monday afternoon, Ohio
It all began on a Thursday night, State Guardsmen fired a salvo into
April 30. Millions of Americans a group of demonstrators at Kent
had gathered in front of their State University. When the 'smoke
television sets 'to hear President had cleared, four students lay dead
Nixon speak about, what many on the rolling gre~n hills of the
newsmen predicted would be,. a campus and II were wounded.
major new development in- Within a few days, one of the
America's long, · drawn-out wounded would die, ·bringing the
involvement in the Vietnam war.
final death toll to five.
And then we listened as' the
That evening UNM became a
President said:
target of the unrest that was
"In co-operation with the armed sweeping the country.
forces of South Vietnam, attacks . Jane Fonda spoke at UNM and
are being lapnched this week to called on students to boycott classes
clean out major enemy sanctuaries to. protest the killings at Kent State
on the Cambodian- Vietnam · and the sending of troops into
border.,.
· Cambodia.
And so began what developed . --.The following
strikes, demonstrations;, .. sluderits occupied
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Coronado C~nter

I

. Students and the Albuquerque Police confront each other on. Interstate 25 near Central
Avenue during the era of campus unrest.
ROTC building on campus, many
students boycotted classes and the
flag in front of Johnson Gym was
put at half-mas-t.
The newly elected ASUNM
President Eric Nelson then called
for "a day of mourning strike" to
begin Wednesday at 7:30a.m.
Gov. David Cargo then put the
New Mexico National Guard on
standby alert.
Wednesday, a confrontation
ensued between students who
wanted the flag kept at full-mast
and students who wanted it put at
half-mast in respect for the students
killed at Kent State.
Before it was over, three students
were stabbed.
Fifty state policemen were then
'brought on campus to keep order·'
Most 'of the departments at the
University were either partially or
completely
shut
down
in
observance of the day of mourning
and the strike.
At 3 p.m., UNM was shut down
by joint agreement by the UNM
President Ferrel Heady and Gov.
David Cargo. The campus was put
on a "restricted access" basis until
Monday, May II.
The following day, Thursday,
May 7, several students constructed
barricades at the entrances of' the
UNM campus. The barricade set up
at Stanford and Central Avenue
became the target of an irate
individual who plowed his car into
it, throwing several students to the
ground and injuring four of them.
Approximately 150 students
continued their occupation of the
Student Union Building, which they
had occupied since Wednesday
afternoon. _
And then the students made
known their demands in a leaflet
which read:

"We, as students of the of Johnson Gym and was closing in
University of New Mexico and as on students still demonstrating
future leaders, can no longer outside the SUB. The unit had been
tolerate the fascist and imperialist called by State Police Chief Martin
policies of the country. Therefore, _ Vigil to help state, city and campus
we have decided to organize a strike police 0ust the students occupying
of the University until the following the SUB.
essential demands are met."
Before it was over, II persons
The three demands were that were bayoneted, including four
UNM abolish its ROTC program newsmen.
and cancel all of the University's
"We didn't have a definite set of
defense contracts; that the state emergency plans or a proper
legislature pass a law giving all men communications system to deal
the right to refuse involuntary with demonstrations as well as we
service in the armed forces and that would have liked to," Heady baid.
demands of UNM physical plant
The stri-ke was over, but it had
workers be met.
left bitter feelings and divided
The students occupying the SUB ·differences of opinion among
chanted, "What do we want? students anQ. members or the
Peace. Whendowewantit? Now." surrounding community.
Signs carried by students outside
Classes began again Monday as
the SUB reflected the bitter the governor and Heady had hoped
differences of opinion among the . and planned.
students.
However, business did not
Finally on Friday, May 8, a
continue
as usual.
restraining order was issued calling
There
remained only two-and·
for the students to leave the SUB.
one-half weeks in the semester and
They refused.
students
were determined to keep
Around 6 p.m. that evening
the
issues
concerning the Vietnam
groups of about a dozen policemen
Kent State killings
war
and
the
each, formed lines at the doorways
alive.
of the SUB. They stood facing
outward, armed with long riot
A "Free University" was set up
batons and wearing helmets with with the aid of faculty members
visors. They were equipped with gas offering lectures on Cambodia,
masks and goggles and several in U.S. foreign and domestic policy,
each group carried p'airs of ecology, defense contracts, violence
handcuffs, polyetheylene-type vs. non-violence and the ROTC.
plastic strips .for fastening wrists
Students were given the option of
together.
dropping their regular classes and
Approximately 130 stlldents enrolling in the Free University or
submitted to arrest peacefully, continuing in the regular classes
including A:S\JNM President Eric until the end of the semester.
Nelson. As they were led from the
They could also withd'raw from
SUB they chanted, "All we are the University completely and take
saying is give peace a chance.".·
a Credit-No Credit or an
It was far 'from over.
incomplete (to be made up) in
A 150-man_ National Guard unit course work without penalty.
to roll in from the direction
The semester ended peacefully.
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Letters
Editorials
Opinions

A Public Deception for Private Gain

Editorial
Editor:
In the past few months I've
begun
to
feel
increasingly
desperate about American society
and where it is headed, and yet at
the same time I've started to feel
hopeless about anything changing.
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For a university the size of UNM it is disgraceful that ther~ is ~o good
night-school course offerings. This is not to say that the U_mvers1ty does
not offer night courses; it simply means that, for all practiCal purposes,
UNM shuts down in the evenings.
Since in the area of test results, credentials and funding we are always
compared to other major universities across the country, let's take the
comparisons a step further.
.
At many major universities, teaching and learning works on day sh1fts
and night shifts. This is because these universities realize that m~ny people
in the outside community would like a chance at higher education but are
limited to the evening hours because of their work schedule.
The university will not shut down at night but instead swing into an
evening shift. While the place may not be as crowded as the ~aylight
hours it seems the various communities have been very responsive and
taken'full advantage of the educational opportunities.
But, this University seems to be stuck in its nighttime planning._ It's hard
to say why the problem exists because there are so many factors Involved.
There is a lack of money, the potential of continuing education has not
been fully realized and as one UNM administrator said, "We can't get
anybody to cpme in and teach the courses."
The solutions are just as numerous as the problems,
.
We have untapped teaching resources in the form of graduate assistants, administrators (after all, administrators have their roots in teachingl,and
some of the profel>sors emeriti.
.
. . .
..
·.We believe that the best public relations for the Un1vers1ty 1s 1n what 1t IS
meant to do-teach. There is a definite need for this type of public
relations in the surrounding community.

Thank ·vou
While sitting around the LOBO we discovered that at least three staff
members had taken courses with En[;lish Prof. Edith Buchanan. The three
people who had taken courses with Prof. Buchanan did not all receive the
highest of grades (except for one smug individual). but the_v. did agree on
one thing: Buchanan is an excellent tea,cher. She Will be retiring at the end
ofthis year, much to everyone's,regrets.
.
Not wishing to eulogize or throw out phoney compliments, all we have
tosayis"Thankyouforgoodteaching, Prof. Buchanan."

'

Sen'.at·.·e

s· ho-uld

Editor:
1 don't remember exactly who I
voted for in last semester's
ASUNM election, but whoever I
vdted for, I voted for them beta use
their brief resumes implied responsibility, maturity and' willingness to"
represent the students,
Sens. Howington, Kilbourne and
)<night seem to have reneged_ on
any promise of representation,

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 Letter s 11111111111111111111111 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
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Health Center Pla~s·for Flu Shots

Editor:
This letter is in response to an
Oct. 27 article in the LOBO
headlined "Student Health Center
Won't Give Flu Shots.'' I'm afraid
some readers might have gotten a
mistaken impression of the position
of the Student Health staff regarding the swine flu vaccine program.
The Student Health Center
notifieq the County Health office in
July of our desire to organize ana

by Garry Trudeau

OOONESBURY.

thus far no campus clinics have
been scheduled, but we are
hopefuL.they soon will be.

staff flu vaccinatio~ clinics for all
University. students, faculty, staff
and spouses. We asked for the vaccine as soon as it would become
available.

Becauseoftheincre~-~edriskof

Follow Student Opinion

responsibility and maturity. Their
actions in the Oct. 20 ASUNM
Senate meeting reveal a definite
inability to represent the students.
Sen, Knight, herself; called for
the poll of ·students to determine
their view on· the marijuana
(decriminalization of) resolution,
yet she still refuses to accurately
represent the students. The poll
showed that some 80-odd per cent

I can't support reporting as seen
recently in the LOBO, Oct. 21,
1976,

GReAI l~.n:s OF 1916 -1'ART "f'NO

Marion Lauer, R.N., a student
health nurse specialist in immunizations and allergy, has been
fully trained in the use of the injector guns and was prepared to instruct other nurses on our staff in
their use. These mass clinics would
.llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll Letters . 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111' be totally impractical if injector
guns were not made available.

, •I

We do hope to conduct clinics
for the high-risk 'campus population
at the Student Health Center but
we have been un&ble to date to get
delivery of the bivalent vaccine
needed for these high-risk people.
We at Student Health are fully
committed to the concept of
preventive medicine. We do
recognize the potential health
hazard of swine flu and do fully
support the use of swine flu vacCine and are ~onfident of its safety
and effectiveness.

malpractice actions associated with
of UNM students were in favor of the use of these injector guns,
County Health officials who are in
decriminalization of marijuana.
Sen. Knight's statement that she sole possession of this equipment
Joseph S. Beres, M.D.
was not "ready" to talk about the made the decision that they alone
Director
proposed marijuana resolution is must actually administer the vacStudent Health Center
not only an avoidance of the facts, cine by jet gun. We reluctantly acP.S. The fh.i organism is a virus,
but a definite lack of responsibility. ceded to this decision and volun- not a bacteria as stated in your arThere is no question as to the teared services of our entire staff to ticle. Effective therapy is available
senators having the right to vote assist in any way in clinics involving for most bacterial infections but not
"no''~but not at the expense of University students, staff and for most viral infections. This fact is
student wishes. Walking out on the faculty. We are in constant contact the major reason for immunization
meeting was nothing more than an with County Health officials but against swine flu.
infantile, political move to block the .
resolution's passage. The poll
showed what the students want,
The question is whether or not the
ASUNM Senate is responsible to
the students. I think they should be.
As a student who voted in the
last ASUNM election (voted for at
least one of the three offending
senators), I call for the immediate Editor:
resignations
of Sens.
Tad
Universities are institutions of higher learning. They are certainly not to
, Howington, Ginger Kilbourne and be considered extensions of compulsory education. It is a valuable exCelia Knight.
patience for a person to attend a university because it is an enrichment of
I also believe that senators who the basics learned in earlier years of schooling. The university student,
do ·not care to go to Senate therefore, is one Who has already mastered those basics and is ready to
meetings should be censured, and build upon his knowledge.
either be forced to resign or banned
The high freshman flunk-out rate, then, simply means that there are too
from voting. Atty, Gen. Brian San· many students entering UNM who have not prepared for college work by
deroff has deemed this un- learning the basics, There are several reasons for this.
'
constitutional, but I suggest that an
One is that the student doesn't take the kind of courses in high school
amendment be added to the con- that prepare him for college. If this is the problem the student has no one
stitution concerning censure of but himself to blame.
non-attending senators.
Or the student may have taken all the preparatory courses, but found
ASUNJYI should start taking that he didn't do well. in them. In this case the student is just not college
more student polls',.. and above all, material and shouldn't be trying to attend a university in the first place.
be concerned and responsive to
A third explanation for a student doing. poorly at the university may be
student-opinion.
that the high school he attended just didn't give him an adequate
Another suggestion is that at education either by not offering college-prep courses or by not teachi~g
voting time a fact sheet be printed those· courses satisfactorily. In this instance the problem obviously lies 1n
by the LOBO of returning prospec- ·the high school, not the student
,
tive senators' voting, attendance'
Why, then, 1s it the University's ''moral and legal obligation" to educate
and behavior records. Are these these failing students? Where the inadequacy is not the student's fault it is
senators above us; shall UNM have the high school's fault,. and it. is there that improvement needs to be
its own little ruling clique? Are
made. And to institute high school-level classes into our University would
going to have' representation or be doing a gross injustice to those students seeking a truly higher
education.
rejection o( our opinion? •
.Bill Rainbolt
Lynn Farris

Thre·e Reasons Why
Freshmen Flunk Out
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Politics, as I saw it a few years
back, was a politics as if people
mattered, That seemed to me the
most important thing in the world.
However, while working in city
government in Albuquerque and
learning about the political veneer
of our city, I really began to worry. I
;lm tired of public deceptions for
private gain, as well as a public th.at
has become insensitive· to what is
laid before their very eyes.
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Mana"ing Editor
TEiresa Coin ·
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News Editor
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Sports Editor
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Asst. News Editor".
David M. Flynn

Aavertising Manager

Whereas the Tennis Foundation
(whatever that is) headed by UNM
Comptroller Carroll Lee proposes to
build a private tennis club costing
initially $330,000 and $250 a year
membership, $12.50 monthly dues,
'UHHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHUIHIIIIIIIIIIII·

LOBO Letter,
Opinion Policy
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Letters to the editor ...
Letters to the editor should
be no longer than 250 words,
typewritten and double
spaced.
Sender's mime, address and
phone number must be included with the· letter or it
will not be considered for
publication. Names will be
withheld only by agreementwith the editor, in person.
If a letter is ,from a group,
please include a name, phone
number and address of a
group member.
Opinions•••
Opinions are unsolicited,
signed, guest editorials which
do not necessarily reflect the
opinion of the LOBO,
Opinions may be any length
:but are subject to editing for
space limitations.
Opinions should include address and phone number.
Both letters to the editor
and opinions are subject to
editing for length and for
possibly libelous content.

New Mexico

DAILY LOBO
Vol. 81

No. 50
Box20, University P.O., UNM
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
1 Editorial Phone: (505)2774102,
i277-4202.
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The New Mexico JJuily Lobo is published.
' Monday through Friday ever.y regular week of
. ; the Urtivcrllity year and weekly during t~e s.urn·,
: mer session by the Board of Student Pubhcahons
of !be University of New Mexico, and is not.
• finandally ns§Oclatcd With UNM. Second class
· po~tage paid at Albuquerque., New Mexico
87!jJ. Subscription rate Is ,$10,00 for the
acadcmic~car.

The opinions e1\prcsscd nn thC editorial fl<lgcs
of 'The Daily Lobo nrc tho~c ot the nutllot solely.
Unsig11cd opi11ion is that of the editorial board af
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on land leased from the University.
My questions are, how much will
the land lease be? A thousand
dollars a year? A dollar a year? And
who is responsible ·for the landlease debt and loan for construction if it fails? The University,
the Tennis Foundation, our taxes?
I realize the hard times the
"lesser" sports have in financing
their programs, and if you wish to
use the more affluent to pay for
tennis scholarships, travel and
recruiting time, this is believable.
But I believe it adds insult to injury.
The citizens of the South Campus area are of low income.
Student housing, public housing,
low-income housing and trailer
courts make up the South Campus
housing community ..

Can these people afford $250 a
year to belong to a private tennis
club, located in tl)eir area and on
public land? For that matter, can
they afford the leisure time to learn
to play tennis? Maybe they could if
it were accessible to them. Why
not public courts paid for by a 25¢
to 50¢ an hour fee, so that all can
use them.
1 do wish to believe that the
LOBO report is a mistake and furthermore that the Regents of the
University of New Mexico will
speak with wisdom and consider
the needs of all the people, in
judging such a proposal.

Dorothy Eilert
Graduate Student
School of Architecture
and Planning

Farmworkers, The LOBO,
Gallo: The American Way
Editor:
Thank you, LOBO, for your
half-page, paid advertisement
for Gallo burgundy. I'm sick and
tired of seeing those farmworkers
and
other
troublemakers trample over our
free enterprise system.
, Gallo has every right to keep
its wines "the best value in
America" by paying pennies an
hour to men, women and
children, to murder and terrorize
union members, to twist the arms of the legislature and the
media, and to use the most efficient pesticides available,
regardless of how many farmworkers they kilL
Gallo has the right to sell ads
to the LOBO, and the LOB!) has
the duty to run any ad that is
paid for, indiscriminately.
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The "Hearty Burgundy" ad- o
vertised in the LOBO is' an ~
exquisite blood red. Let's all '<
drink a toast in the blood of t-<
0
Gallo farmworkers to the c:r
0
LOBO's readiness to accept
0
blood-money.
g
Harris Schmidt
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Long Search Finally Ends;
Trivia Answers Listed Below
Pat Garrett, one-time sheriff and under Dr. James F. Zimmerman
slayer of Billy the Kid, wrote the (recognize that name?) in the 1930s:
Photos of Hodgin Hall through the·
State Song, ''0 Fair New Mexico."
Who was the first Arts and ages appear on page 12.
Media Editor of the LOBO? No
What is the name of the mall in
one got this one right. It was, of
of Zimmerman Library? The
front
course, Steven Part.
mall,
ttlat flat space between the
What famous New Mexican
Humanities
building and the
scored a touchdown in 1956 against
library,
is
called
Sherman Smith
''The Most
San Diego State the last time those
mall.
It
was
named
after the
two teams have met? That player
Inexpensive Spirits
was Jerry Apodaca who is now the director of student affairs in the
TQ Be Found Anywhere"
Democratic governor of New early 1950s.
On Saturday October 30 and
Mexico.
What is the name of the g'rove of
For whom was Mitchell Hall
Halloween October 31
trees on the corner of University
named and who was he? Mitchell
Hall, which firstopened its doors in and Central? The grove is called
Tight Grove, named after the UNM
1951, was named after Lynn B.
president in 1908.
Mitchell. Mitchell was a professor
of Greek and Latin in the 1930s.
What were the warmest and
What famous rock singer threw a coldest temperatures the UNM
Ticl<ets Are Available
beer bottle into the audience at football squad had to play in and
Popejoy Hall? That was Linda what was the coldest arena in which
At Sub Box Office
"Your No Good" Ronstadt who the basketball team has played? We
And At The General Store
probably
made
more have it from a reputable source that
has
appearances
at
UNM
than
any the warmest was 105 F. in 1936 at
· Limited Seating
other popular musician.
Arizona State University, the
How many consecutive years did · coldest was in 1955 at Montana
Show Starts At 9 p.m. On Sat.
Steve Mycr get all-WAC titles? with -11 F. The coldest arena the
· And
Sorry D.G. but Steve Myer never UNM basketballers have had to
received all-WAC titles.
.. .
At 7.p.m. On Sun.
cope with was this year at San
For whom was Hodgin Hall Diego State University in which
1.
Go 5 Miles N. Of Bernalillo On 1-25 To Algodones
For what was Pat Garrett's blind named? Charles E. Hodgin was there was no heat in the auditorium
867-9983
daughter famous? The daughter of vice-president of the University and the game was played on a
covered hockey rink.
What happened to the mural in
Zimmerman Library? An event still
remembered by" many, the mural
was defaced with black paint in
protest of alleged racist overtones
'.~----.--~ .:-~ .... '~._. _..i..:
/
-...._~~:'
of
the mural.
This is My party,

T;

By D.M. Flynn
After four days of sorting mail
and painstaking compilations of th~
results, the winner of this week's
first annual trivia series has been
decided. There was a ch&nce of
delay as our ~omputer had
problems with over-loading data,
such was the volume of trivia
aspirants. But first, the answers to
the questions as they appeared
throughout the week.
Who is L"enore Kandel? Lenore
Kandel was the author of the Love
Lust Poem which sparked one of
the most interesting controversies in
the history of UNM. For details see
story on page 7.
What was the name of the
building between Hodgin Hall and
the Nuclear Engineerin~ building
before the extension of Redondo
drive? That building was none
ather than Rodey Theater which
now rests next to Popejoy Hall in
the Fine Arts Center.
Since 1920 have the UNM Lobos
(football) had an undefeated
season?
The
Lobos
were
undefeated in 1927 und.er coach
Roy Johnson with a record of 8-0-

Nwr~cit/fft!t(!

Bo Diddley

She's not really that pretty.
Must be her dress from
The Pampered Maiden.

" .,

and she's getting
all the attention in her
Pampered Maiden

"I'

!I

'

'}

I

And now the winner. May I have
j . the envolope please. This year's
• winner of a handshake from the
j
assistant news editor and a year's
subscription to the New York
• Herald Tribune is Dave Garcia,
j
ASUNM
senator
and
• kpowledgeable student on the past
t
o'r UNM. Honorable mentions go
•
to Jamie Barnhill, Bob Anderson
j
and whomever it was who helped
'
Dave with the answers.

••
••
•

I

•

.
Now~
The

I wish she'd: : ..
pamper me for
a change.

You asked for it,
You Got It!

),'

"The
better bargain,
America's
top selling
import"

~love

lust' Poem Causes

-

- -·---

_________ --z

Officials To Threaten U.
By Rebekah Szymanski
It was the week of March 18

1969. Copies of an "obscene':
poem had just been distributed to
members of the New Mexico State
House of Representatives by one of
its legislators.
The legislator was Harold
Runnels and he had gotten hold of
. the poem from a man whose
daughter was a student in one of
UNM 's freshman English classes.
The class had been given copies
of a poem entitled, "Love Lust"
and it was after reading this poem
that the state legislators quickly
went about signing a petition
calling for the dismissal of Lionel
Williams, the teaching assistant
who had handed copies of the
"Love Lust" poem to his classes.
This marked the beginning of one
of the most historical and widely
publicized controversies to ever
erupt at UNM.
For the next month the UNM
LOBO, Albuquerque's Journal and
Tribune and several other
newspapers throughout the state
(and a few out-of-state) printed
story after story of events
surrounding the "Love Lust"
poem.
Demonstrations were held on the
Mall, a boycott of classes was
planned, protestors descended
upon former UNM President Ferrel
Heady's home and the state
legislature threatened to cut UNM's
budget to $1 that year if tire
teaching assistant Lionel Williams
was not dismissed.
Lionel Williams had been
distributing copies of poems to his
students throughout the semester.
He had passed out a number of
poems to his class one day and
among them was the "Love Lust"
poem. Williams said all the poems
had dealt with the themes of
existentialism, man and love.
"Love Lust" had been taken
from a poetry anthology by Lenore
Kandel entitled The Love Book.
The poem had centered on a
woman's description of oral sex.
Williams described the poem as "an
expression of a woman's desires."
He said class discussions had
focused on three categories. I) Can
a woman's intimate desires for love
be filthy and why? 2) Why are
certain parts of the body considered
dirty and others are not? 3) Is it
possible to love the nose over the
toe and why?

During that week students in
Williams class signed a petition to
boycott his class until he was
reinstated.
It was also announced that there
would be a 24-hour "teach-in" in
the Student Union Building.
Organizers of the "teach:in" said
they were demonstrating because
Williams' "right of academic
freedom had been greatly infringed
upon."
On the Friday ·of that week,
several thousand students gathered
on the UNM Mal) to listen to Gene
Frumkin, assoc. prof. of English,
read the "Love Lust" poem. Also
on that day, city vice-squad officers
seized 16 copies of the poem from
the Grasshopper Bookstore on
Yale.

Prof. Joseph Frank, chairman of
the English department, and Assoc.
Prof Roy Pickett, director of
freshman English, were both
suspended by Heady after they had
refused to find replacements for
Williams and Pollack. Frank
resigned shortly afterward.
Then, on April 11, in the early
morning, six UNM students were
arrested and charged with
"wrongful use of public property
and disorderly conduct" because
they had refused to leave the front
· porch of Ferrel Heady's home. A
few hours before, about 200
students had sat in Heady's yard,
on his porch and on his roof

chanling, ~·Let's get Hendy,"
Botli Williams and Pollack were
reinstated by Heady three days later
at the recommendation of the
Special Advisory Board on the
condition. that they be supervised
during class by a tenured professor
from the English department.
The controversy gradually
quieted down after this, although it
erupted several times throughout
the year most notably in May 1970
when Lenore Kandel, author of
"Love Lust," was invited to read
her poetry at Popejoy Hall.
More than 300 persons attended
the reading. There were also a
number of Bible-bearing protestors
present who attempted to barricade
Popejoy Hall. The group wa~.
headed
by
Republican
gubernatorial
candidate Ed
Balcomb, who said his group hoped
to drown Lenore Kandel's voice out
by reading the Psalms out loud.
Popejoy Hall was too crowded that
evening for Balcom bs group.
Lenore did receiv~ sevenil standing
ovations from the audience,
however.
When Williams was interviewed
by the LOBO, he said he had not
used the poem for its shock value.
It had been for academic purposes
only. He said, "The whole
controversy stemmed from the
Adam-and-Eve
theme
that
innocence is ignorance. Adam and
Eve ate from the tree of knowledge
and turned evil, but their fall was a
growth. Man grows from change
and knowledge."
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In another one of Williams'
classes, Ken Pollack, English
teaching assistant, gave a talk on
homosexuality.
Both men were suspended from
teaching March 26 by former UNM
President Ferrel Heady. A Special
Advisory Committee was appointed
to review the cases of Williams and
Pollack and to make "appropriate
recommendations" on whether the
two should be reinstated or not.
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Changes, Yet No Change;
As Campus Life Continues
By Orlando Medina
A pleasant walk through banks
of lilacs and fighting for a parking
place ... A 7:30 a,m. hangover and
an 8 o'clock class ... A dirty poem
and a delicate ballet ... A sleepy
sunbath in the Mall and the sting of
tear gas with metal pellets
imbedded in human flesh ... Screams
of yes/no, facist/comniunist,
right/wrong,
Democrat/Republican and
hire/purge.
Prof. Edith Buchanan has been
teaching in the English department
of UNM since 1954 and this year
she will retire. One subject she has
taught with precision are the works
of John Mil ton.
To know that which before us lies
in daily life, is the prime wis~om;
what is more is fume, or emptmess,
or fond impertinence, and renders
us, in things that most concern,
unpracticed and unprepared. -Milton
After 22 years of teaching at this
University, Buchanan reflects a
philosophy of things changing yet
somehow they stay the same.
The physical campus has
changed.
'
"There has 15een a change in the
appearance of the campus and it is·
enhanced in many ways with some
exciting things such as _the
architecture and the landscapmg.
But I remember with pleasure the
blooming shrubs and trees. There
were banks of lilacs. It was like

TliTie Capsule Has Probleins Getting Burled
By Tim Higgins
Last year's Homecoming events
included the opening of a "time
capsule," which had been sealed
;, for 25 years and contained objects
that were intended to represent the
year 1950.
The 1975 ASUNM Homecoming
Committee decided to make their.
own time capsule, which would
preserve memories cif 1975 until
2025 when the capsule would be
opened,
The result of the committee's
efforts is a pile of manuscripts,
photographs and other objects
which reside not in a capsule but
next to some T-shirts in a cabinet in
the Alumni Office.
The objects will eventually be
encapsulated,
said
Joe
McLaughlin, who :was in charge of
time capsule operations. "I was the
whole time-capsule committee,"
McLaughlin said.
The
whole
Time-Capsule
Committee said the original plan
called for appropriate objects to be
collected from various University

thought were the best were a singing
presentation and a multiple
recitation· on tape, One female
student sang ·portions of Verdi's
Othello while another student taped
portions of MacBeth in fi~e
different accents to illustrate five
possible different interpretations.
J
"It showed that the students were
really getting into the materials,"
. Buchanan said.
Buchanan was at UNM when the
University's stigmatta erupted. A
.stigmatta in the sense that any
retrospective view of UNIV! whether
interview or objective chronology
will always emblazon the dirty
poem or more properly known,
Edith
''the Love Lust" poem.
"!always thought' Love Lust was
ta king walk in a small _par k an d
d
regretable. It grew out of the times:
enjoying it," Buchanan sai · .
a time of unrest. It is best
Buchanan described how smce
1954 UNM had gone from a good forgotten.
·
"I don't think we ever learned
' to a large. university,_
an. d
college
anything from the controversy, and
that the same basic charactenstics we never really met the issues raised
are still in the students of today as in it. We should have dealt with it in
they were in 1954. She said that
students today dress differently and isolation. It was a question of
there is an emphasis on social academic freedom, the rights of
informality but not a:t the sacrifice students and the right to determine
whether a piece of literature is fit or
of courtesy.
· h 1
" B h
"While these qualities were not for t e c assroom,
uc anan
essential for students in 1954, in . sa~~-e said the" Love Lust
1976 they have to come from within controversy sprang during a period
the student and with much soul of a new administration and a time
searching. The fact that these of unrest and upheaval.
qualities have to be genuine today _is
"Jr{ those three years (time of
good but it is harder for students m Love Lust and activism), world·
1976 because they don't get the
·
Th
d ·Wide, students were unhappy.
support of our society.
ey nee
Activists were a small group who
more support and protection,"
weren't identified until a real crisis
Buchanan said.
Far from the original settings for struck. SomeofJJs didn't realize the
Milton and another of her classes, depth of unhappiness. It was the
"The Bible as Literature," beginning of new social freedom.
Buchanan was one of the first The pioneers were likely to have
teachers at UNM to try to. use some rough spots and it was
television in her classes. But, the aggravated by the Vietnam war.
concept was given up although she People behaved in patterns not
thinks the area should have been anticipated," Buchanan said.
Buchanan came to UNM from
m~~~~~~ explo~~d. look at the University of Colorado at
communication, we think of the Boulder when the then dean of Arts
written word or the spoken word. 1 and Sciences, Dudley Wynn offered
don't think we (faculty) have . her a teaching job. She wishes sh,e
adapted to the different Jcinds of could teach another 10 years, but Is
·
·
"very conscious" of a market
full
expression available
to students.
.
There are such things as film, of Y?U~g people lookmg for
,
mime theatre and television. teachmg JObs.
Instead of bewailing the times when
"I intend to keep, study_Ing
Students sit in front ·of televisions forever and travel some, she sm.d,
'rh e area
·
· · educatlon
we should adapt to it " she said. '
o f contmumg
.
Buchanan said th~ next 25 years is where Buchanan would !Ike to
'will be exciting because people will work ~nd teach lite~ature for. the
move with niore ease in these areas fun of 11. She would !Ike I? contmue
of communication and as even te~ching some non.·cr~~It courses
books are no longer a luxury.
meant to "enhan~e hfe. *
A y~ar ago or so, the idea ?f
Autlzo;'s note: in any inten•iew,
explorm_g , more avenues . m especially where you try to capture
· commumcauon and p~esentatiOn thif knowledge, character and
occurred to her, She said she had fundamental personality of a
one class where the students went person by his or her past, you try to
,through the regular .syllabus and use the concept of change and how
were the~ allowed to. make a it has affected the subject. How in
present_atiOn on anythmg th~y the hell do you know where you are
wanted m the field of study.
today if you don't know where they
Two of the presentations she were?
·

a

"There had been problems with
buried capsules,,. McLaughlin said.
"People kept building buildings on
top of them, or else losing them.
And the contents got got rotten, So
we decided to put ours on display so
it could be watched- not that
there's much to watch."
McLaughlin and Kevin Keller,
another student, collected the
desired artifacts,
· "Some people at industrial arts
were .supposed to build the capsule

The time capsule
Homecoming, 1950.
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He talked about an incident
where the students occupied the
SUB. "We tried to let that thing
cool by not throwing the students
out," he said. "Then the court
issued an injunction to get them
out. As the students were being
taken out, the National Guard
came to the campus to quell the
riots. When they confronted the
students, some of the students were
hurt. Some were stabbed in the
arms and the legs, but nobody was
killed."
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regulations. In the late 50s and 60s
this role began to break down."
The students began to have
conflicts with the faculty, he said,
Faculty members would begin to
disapprove about what the students
would do, and the students were
driven on by the faculty's reaction.
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organizations and then put info a
capsule which would be displayed
in a glass case in th.e Alumni Office
for 50 years.

~

Your Parents
Would Be Proud Of

Schooldays

fiberglass and complete by this
Christmas.
McLaughlin said the specific
contents of the capsule must remain
secret until 2025, but that they
include "some really neat
stuff-memories for the future,••
He said that a film is among the
objects to be put in the capsule.
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McLaughlin said he built a
wooden box, 18" X 18" X 12",
which he hopes to cover with

of

U. Provost Says Scare
Cause Not Communist
By Dolores Wood
The drastic changes in the
American way of life during the 60s
caused the "Communist" scares,
said UNM Provost Chester
Travelstead.
·"The whole free speech protest at
Berkeley in 1964, the concern of
young
people
with
the
appropriateness of the war, and the
emerging independence of young
people in challenging restrictions,
caused a general reaction from the
public that the changes were
communist backed," he said.
"Although
there
were
Communists who came to the
campus to cause trouble, he said,
"rather than that element being the
cause of what was happening, they
just made it worse."
Th.e universities had been used to
operate "in loco parentis," he said.
"This was protrayed in student

out of metal," said McLaughlin,
"but that turned out to be too
expensive, so we chose fibergl!ISS
instead. I kept waiting waiting for
them to build it, but it never got
done. Finally, after Christmas, I
decided it would be easier if I just
built it myself. But I haven't
finished it. Apathy, apathy,
apathy."
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In tcrview by George Gesner
Great minds run in small circles
in the world of editorial cartoonists; Oliphant, Conrad, MeNally and Malden, and Glasgow?
Gary Clasgow, 23, is a second
s.cmester soph{)more at UNM
majoring in journalism and
regularly SLtbmits his editorial cartoons to the LOBO.
Glasgow's first encounter with
the newspaper world was when he
was a copy boy in the editorial
department of the Chicago Tribune.
He went to the Chicago Academy
of Fine Arts for a year. He was
married to his wife, Jet, in Chicago.
Glasgow moved back to New
Mexico in the fall of I974 to house
sit for· cartoonist Bill Malden in
Santa Fe when Malden went to

Yale to teach a political cartoon
class.
Glasgow''s first altempt at submitting cartoons to a major
publication was fruitless. He said
that when he was a 9-year-old, he
turned in 20 cartoons to Boy's Life
and they never used them.
He said he seriously started cartooning in I973 and likes doing it,
but says that he is struggling with
it, He said it takes a lot of time improving from cartoon to cartoon.
He said the first idea isn't always
the best. He draws about nine
preliminary thumbnail'sketches
before he goes to his final cartoon.
Glasgow said the person. that
taught him the most about the basic
fundamentals was Malden, a personal friend and editorial cartoonist for the Chicmw Sun Times.

He said the school in Chicago, like
other art schools, did not teach the
basics and fundamentals of
drawing.
He said students arc left noundering and grinding their pencils in
the paper by accident. He said the
art teachers will sit you down and
tell you to draw something and if
somebody draws something that
·doesn't look like the subject, at
a) I, he gets praised for 'his feeling
and creativity. "The teachers don't
tell you what \hey are looking for,"
Glasgow said.
Glasgow said his cartoons were a
means or self-expression and served
a social function and purpose. He
said the cartoon is.a powerful force, if it's done well.
Glasgow said a cartoonist should
be allowed the saf11e freedom a
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columnist has. He said an editorial
cartoon is just drawing an opinion.
He said a good cartoon is half
drawing and half voicing your
opinion in an effective way. He said
some editors want the same control
over cartoonists as they do on
reporters. He said the big cartoonists are given freedom. "I
couldn 'l draw anyb'Ody else-'s
ideas," Glasgow said.
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I asked Gary why he liked
working for the LOBO. "First of
all," lie said, "The university environment has zilli'ons of ideas. It's
a collecting place for the good and
bad. The exposure to all the different problems is invaluable.
Secondly, there are no editorial
restrictions. If there's space, they'll ,
print it. It's not so lucky in the.outsideworld."
He said the daily newspaper i§ a
good vehicle for· cartoonists
because you're forced to take account of the daily issues and be accountable for them too.
On the subject of humor,
Glasgow said humor is essentially
50 per cent of the message if humor
is involved and that doesn't include
.
nasty,sarcastic humor .
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Glasgow said he spent a week on
his full Homecoming cartoon page
(page I I) and said the idea used to
be real popular on a Sunday paper
in the 1940s and 1950s.
Glasgow received a first place
award of excellence in I975 for the
Southwest region of the ·country
from Sigma Delta Chi, a
professional journalism seciety.
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Hodgin Hall hits its prime in usefulness and Southwestern aesthetics in the 1930s.
Photos
Courtesy of
UNMAiumni
Association

Hodgin Hall_ before its fa'ce/ift prompted by UNM's
President William Tight's attempts to transform it into the
Southwestern motif, looked as if it belonged to a campus in
theEast.
·
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1975 Homecoming Queen P,M. Duffey-Ingrassia and local
sportscaster Jim Boggio after the coronation.
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The top floor has been allowed to deteriorate, but plans
are in progress for its remodeling. The Alumni Association
has expressed interest in using it as a meeting place for
Univer.sity-related groups.
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Seniors. Join Alumni
F·or Tamale Fiesta
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· rentals · accessories
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The Alumni Tamale Supper complimentary tickets for the
before the Lobo-Aggie game will be supper at the alumni office on the
open to UNM ~eniors this year.
· second floor of the Student Union
Bub Henry, director of alumni Building today between 9 a.m. and
relations, said this was the first year 5 p.m. or Saturday betweerl 9 and
the Alumni Association has been II a.m.
able tq get enough money to be able
to invite seniors to the free event.
The Tamale Supper will be
"We hope that a lot of seniors, Saturday, 4:30 to 6 p.m. at the
will be able to come to the supper," UNM arena.
he said.
Furr' s Cafeterias donate the
money for the supper and the
tamales are made by El Modelo,
which has been a popular carry-out . •
UNM
restaurant since about the 1930s he •
said.
•
Seniors should pick Up their

Jump into a
fabulous blue or
cofored denim
jumpsuit!
At our prices,·
you'll jLJmp for joyl
Ladies 1 sizes 5-13
Men's sizes 36-4€1
'Only $24.951

'

By Koren Panagakos
Sine~ Elizabeth Zimmerman was chosen as UNM's first .Homecoming
Queen m 1935, over three dozen queens have succeeded her, including a
man and a self-avowed lesbian.
Views of the relevance of the Homecoming Queen title have differed
g:eat~y over the pa~t years. It has gone through such phases as the
highlight of campus life to an antiquated custom.
,
"It's all tits and ass," said P.M. Duffey-Ingrassia, 1975 Homecoming
Que~n and self-avowed lesbian. "I never ran on a platform of being gay
but mstead because it's sexist and oppressive to women. All they see is a
se~y-loo~in? body." Duffey-Ingrassia, working toward a degree in BUS,
said she d like to see the Homecoming Queen title done away with and
replaced by an outstanding student award. She received a scholarship
financing one semester's tuition.
Homecoming Queen of 1954 Dorothy Lewis, now Mrs. N.C. Ribble,
homemaker and mother of four, said, "It was a big deal and a very nice
~o~or." ~ibble said it was an important school activity which many partiCipated m. "People tried to discredit it by making fun of it " she said.
"But it's coming back into the realm of being nice again."
'
Homecoming Queen of 1950, Ann Jackson, now Mrs. Alvin L. Evans
said that it was disappointing that enthusiasm is lacking now. "Last yea;
upset me greatly," she said. Evans is now a homemaker, mother of two,
and treasurer of Alpha Delta Pi. Evans said she'd like to see her daughter
become Homecoming Queen.
"It was a very moving and exciting time that people enjoyed very
much," said Jane Day,, 1955 Homecoming Queen. "But things do
outgrow their usefulness." Now Mrs. Delmar Calhoun she works as a
receptionist in a dental office.
·'
·
Mrs. Paul E. Heggem, formerly Pat Jones, the 1949 Homecoming
Queen, agreed that there was a lot more campus enthusiasm then. Heggem
works as a teaching assistant at the Sandia School, in Albuquerque.
UNM's 1970 Homecoming Queen, Sam Taggart, the first and only male
elected to the position, was unavailable for comment. He was the first, and
probably the last, Homecoming Queen to have measurements of 32-32-32.
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COME HOME TO
THE BEST
OF YOUR LIFE

WI1H.JVC

Hi-Fi House Founded In 1949
Recommends .~~Victor of Japan" Founded
1929 With More-For-Your-Money Quality
JVC Home Music Center
• JVC JRS 200 Receiver
AM-FM-35W/Channel ...........

• JVC JLA 15 Belt-drive
$130
$40 Shure Hi-track Carts........•. , . -0• 2 Bose 301 Compact • • • • • $100
Low Bass Speakers ••••. $100
JVC Quality Value $630
• Add A JVC 1740 Dolby
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Heady: Change of Issues .Siovvs Activism
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By Dan Herrera

u

Dr. Ferrel Heady, who was

0

president ofUNM during its wildest
days from 1968 till 1975, and is now
0
professor
in
Public
-1 a
Administration,
sees
ihe
change
in
b-~
student activism as a result of the
t'd
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BIRKENSTOCKS.ARE THE
SANDALS THAT PEOPLE WEAR
INSTEAD OF SHOES.
· Have vou noticed?
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4121 CEH1.AL HI oppo•lt• Hllllnd Shopping

change of issues.
"There's been a big c;hange aG far
as mass 'demonstrations or
movements arc concerned," Heady
said. "I'm not sure that reflects a
fundamental change as a.category.
Student moods and labels are
attached on different groups of
students because of a relatively
small group of students.''
"Now, the students worked up
about a cause are having trouble
getting widespread support because
there is no great rallying cause like
the Vietnam war or the civil rights
movement. These changes on
society brought a change in the
degree of activism," Heady said.
"I used to have crowds of
students who were essentially
saying to me 'stop the Vietnam
war.' I was their target;" Heady

p;;;;;;jjjj;l;;jjjj;;;;;;;;;;;;;;.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;~;;;;;~

Te.xtiles Crafts co-op
For T~e Finest In Fiber Artistry. Unique And Funky Handcrafted Toys, Clothing And
Home Decorations.
2021 Old Town Road NW

843-6694
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said, ''Davis gets tension about
local issues, including the duck
pond which is more mine than his
as it was approved during my
administration."
When asked about tlle i·ssues
now, Heady said, "The issues now
are more vocal; like the question of
the organization and program of
ethnic centers, admission standards
and athletic funding. These issues
are important, but quite a bit
different than the question of
whether we should be fighting in
Vietnam."
Currently, Heady spends most of
his
time
teaching
public
administration
to
graduate
Ferrel Heady
students. Previously, he taught
public administration at the Mexico. During the summer, he students and personnel that could
University of Michigan for 20 started the revision of his book
meet on a regular basis and talk
years.
about common problems.
Public- Adminislralion;
A
"This is the first time that I've Comparative Perspeclive which he
When not busy with class work,
taught in 10 years," Heady said. "I wrote in 1966. He intends to update
publication or committee work,
can't see much difference in the and enlarge it.
Heady has been spending his time
students. I have had contact with ~ Heady is also involved with the
playing tennis and trying to remain
students in various ways during my American Society for Public
uninvolved with'' the current
administration so it's not like Administration and the National
administration.
coming in to meet students. I am Academy of Public Administration
teaching grad students, also, so I which requires frequent trips to
"When somebody leaves his
really can't say much about the Washington, D:C. for committee
office he should leave it, especially
sophomore or freshman students." work. He also recently finished
when hc'"S still around," Heady
Heady took a six-month work on a case study about the said: "I appreciated the fact that
sabbatical after his resignation to UNM Forum. This was an effort to
Popejoy was available to me if 1
brush up on what he would be have a University-wide council or
needed his help, but he disengaged
teaching. He studied mostly at the forum, which included members of
himselL I try to do the same
th(" nrlmini(iltnlicm fncullv <;lnfr.
thing."
University of California and in

End Of. The Month Specials!
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IKLHI
KLH Model 353
8-0hm three way acoustic suspension loudspeaker system; one very
low -resonance, 12-inch woofer,
one 4 Y, inch midrange, one 2 J1,i in~h cone tweeter; wood grained
vinyl on high density particle
board; two rotary switches--one 3
position midrange control and one
3 position tweeter control;
removable front grill panel
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mering away m an attempt to finish
the interior before classes began.
When he learned who his visitor
was, Tight handed him a hammer
and told him to roll up his sleeves
and get to work.
"William George" as his students called him, became a nearly
legendary figure on campw•. One
legend has it that Tight, angered by
herds of cattle browsing throu~h
campus at night, began to round
them up on his cowpony, Billy, and
drive them down into the <,trects or
Albuquerque where they could
browse on residential garden,, The
sheriff got the hint and cattle stopped wandering through the cnmpus,
Another story has it that Billy
was decorated with zebra stripes by
Halloween pranksters. Tight,
discovering the prank early in the
evening, spent the night removing
the stripes. The next morning he
identified the culprits by the
amazement on their faces when
they saw Billy sans stripes.
By 1909 the growing controversy
over pueblo architecture between
Tight and the Regents led to Tight's
dismissal. His dream remained,
however, and in 1927 the Regents,
led by Mrs. Reed Holloman, accepted the pueblo style a> the official architectural style for UNM.

William George Tight came to
By Gail Minturn
the University in 1901, fresh from
There is a ~oncrete plaque lying
on its side in an out-of-the-way the University of Chicago where he
corner of the Office of Alumni
had just received his phD in
Affairs. It reads, "In Memory of geology. He found a red brick
William G. Tight, President of this school house and very few students.
University
1901-1909.
His
When he was fired nine years later,
Monument Stands Before You."
UNM was a thriving university
The plaque was taken from Rodey unified by distinctive pueblo
Hall when it was torn down so if architecture.
you had been· reading the plaque in
Tight's travels throughout the
its original home his monument Southwest gave him a love for
would have actually been standing, pueblo-style architecture and he
behind you, but other than that the decided that New Mexico's first
plaque is remarkably correct.
university should fit in with the
style of the territory. He remodeled
the red brick exterior of Hodgin
Hall to fit in with the .pueblos of
northern and western New Mexico,
an act unapprecif1ted by the regents
of the university who wanted
carefully tended lawns and red
brick buildings covered with
ivy-Harvard on the Rio Grande.
Pueblo architecture wasn't
Tight's only contribution to UNM.
He planted the pine grove beside
Hodgin Hall, supposedly from
seedlings and young trees pirated
from forest-service land. He
brought tame squirrels back from
Ohio to populate the tree tops.
A new Chemistry professor
arriving at UNM during Tight's
tenure found the president- up on a
ladder in Scholes Hall, busily ham-
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~KENWOOD KR-9940
FOUR-CHANNEL RECEIVER
50 Watts Per Channel, Minimum RMS at 8 ohms,
20·2Dk Hz with no more than 0.5% Total Harmonic Distortion

95

l\i~:; 488.00

FM/AM Signal Strength Meter
Center of Channel Tuning Meter
Four VU Level Meters
Main & Remote Speaker Switching
Three-way Balance Control
Separate Front and Rear Bass &
Treble Controls
Four-Channel Headphone Jacks
Linear FM Dial Scale
Two Pairs of Phono Inputs
SO Decoding
Full-Logic Plus Variable Blend SO
Dual Tape Monitor Facilities
Illuminated Mode Indicator Lights
VU Meter Level Switch
Built-in CD-4 Demodulator
FM Detector Output Jack
RM Matrix Decoder
Loudness Control
Low Frequency Filter
High Frequency Filter
Built-in AM Ferrite Antenn&
Tape Through Feature
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Kenwoods Beautifully Designed
5600 Stereo Receiver
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Ef)KENWOOO
KR-5600 Stereo Receiver
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Kenwood I<R-4400
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Take a Walk Through the Halls of History

0
.....

Compiled by George Gesner
Below are a list of buildings and
halls that have been dedicated to
0
.0 people in UNM's chapter of
....;;..,0 history.
Scholes Hall was named after Dr.
·~
Cl France Scholes. Scholes was the 1st
academic vice-president of UNM
0
and
a professor in history. Scholes
·RQ)
Hall is the administration building.
::?:
Castettcr Hall was dedicated to
Q)
Edward F. Cas tetter who was dean
of the graduate school and head of
..0 the biology department. Castetter
Hall is the Biology Building.
Q)
OJ)
Carlisle Gym was named after
u

0

-"'

z"'

"'

0..

Hugh A. Carlisle, a prominent
athlete at UNM who died during
World War I,
Clark Hall is the chemistry
building named after John Dustin
Clark, a professor emeritus in
chemistry. Clark came to the
University of New Mexico in I 907
and was head of the chemistry
•
'
d epartment.
Wagner Hall is the civil
engineering building named after
William C. Wagner, who was once
the head of the civil engineering
department.
l'apy Hall is the place where

electrical engineers meet. The place
was named for Professor Ralph W.
Tapy, an ex-department head in
electrical engineering.
Farris Engineering Center was
dedicated to Marshall E. Farris, who
was a dean of the College of
Engineering.
Ford Utilities Center was named
after Albert (Pop) Duane Ford, who
was the head of chemical
engineering department and a
professor
in
mechanical
engineering.
Northrop Hall was named for
Stuart A. Northrop, resident

professor emeritus in geology,
Northrop Hall is the geology
building.
Hodgin Hall, the oldest building
on campus, was named after
Charles E. Hodgin who was a vicepresident of UNM and a professor
emeritus.
Johnson Gymnasium was named
after Coach Roy W. Johnson who
headed the men's physical
education department.
Jonson Art Gallery was named
after an artist in his own rank,
Raymond Janson, professor
emeritus of art and director of the
gallery.
Zimmerman ' Library
was.
dedicated to James Fulton
Zimmerman, a long-time president
ofUNM.

t

'

1

~~r, FREE
From 7-9
Monday- Friday
Come Celebrate Homecoming With

Tivoli
At Your

Uncle Nasty's
A Good Place To Make Friends"

Entertainment 7 Nites 4418 Central S.E.

Marron Hall, an office graveyard
and home of the daily LOBO, was
named for Frances Halloran
Marron, a student and regent at
UNM. Mar ron Hall in the first half
of the century was a dormitory for
women.

Mitchell Hall, the classroom
building, was named after Lynn
Boa! Mitchell, a professor emeritus
in classical languages (Greek,
Latin). Mitchell Hall opened its
doors in 1951.
Ortega Hall, the fortress, was
named after Dr. Joaquin Ortega,
ex-director of the School of InterAmerican Affairs.
Parsons Hall was dedicated to
Josephine S. Parsons, former head
of the commercial art department
and a teacher of Spanish.
Sara Reynolds Hall was named
after the mother of one of the first
Regents.
Woodward Lecture Hall was
named after Hugh Woodward, a
Regent at UNM in the 1930s.
Rodey Theatre was named after
Bernard Rodey, an ex-UNM
president.
Keller Memorial Hall was
dedicated to Walter B. Keller, a one
time professor in music.
Bratton Hall, the Law Building,
was named after Judge Sam
Bratton, a U.S. circuit judge and
Regent at UNM.
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Poetry Contest Winners
Owed to o. Wo.terfoul
0' o.uthentlc replico. of Wo.lden!
With ~our emesis wo.terfo.ll
o.nd sputum founto.in- Y9u .
conjure up o.n imo.ge of
dockpond/bllnd
committees o.nd culture
budgets.

Duckpond Romo.nce
A ~oung man In need of
a shave
lies upon the spotted green
lawn
Paral~zed b~ hunger
dejected from a lost love.
Night approaches
he does not move
His tlreams o.re washed

go.rbo.ge cans o.nd sit down
on _your
nature. I ho.bitat benches. Here,
tossing bits of tinfoil tro.sh
o.llotted
~our go.rbo.ge co.ns to schools
of pseudotrout, I wo.it for the sound of
ducks to lo.nd among Sto.~-free
Lil~ po.ds.
ffio.rc R. Sp1::1ce

Poem Is A Four Lefler Word/Leo Kanowitz/Coronado Press, 1970.
Leo Kanowitz used to teach Jaw at UNM and he was deeply involved in
the "Love Lust" controversy of 1969. He wrote a book on it, and he was
the legal counsel for the poor son-of-a-bitch who handed the POEM out to
his class, Lionel Williams.
This history of the controversy goes far beyond the petty details of a
state legislature threatening to cut the University's budget to $1 (the public
servants eventually cut more than $100,000 out of the budget).
Kanowitz delves into many of the issues surrounding academic freedom.
He is often eloquent but sometimes ponderous on the issue.
Luckily Kanowitz has the good sense to reproduce the poem early in his
book, just in case you haven't read the stupid thing (having little respect
for most modern poets, I am not reacting on moral grounds).
There is no price tag on this book; in fact, it's probably out of print. It
should be available in the library for all those alumni suffering from acute
nostalgia to peruse.
Somehow I think- the Love Lust controversy will not die, as long as we
have closed-minded administrators who ban nude artistic dancing with the
same zeal as some small town sheriff dealing with a bump and grind
burlesque show.
We need to remember those obscenities hurled at academic freedom,
because the next time some closed-minded official responds to pressure, or
the paranoia of the legislature, they just might ban you.

DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau
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Kappas

A Major SyiJlphony drchestra
The Polish Radio
Symphony Orchestra

Wrangler sportswear means
more style, more quality,
more for your money. Corduroy skirt boasts a detachable
pouch with toggle button on
pocket. Made of 83% cotton,
17% polyester corduroy.

. . TAKARA.· CENTURION· BERTIN

Program
'<;'•

moniuszko. Concert: "":he Foir.!:J 1' ole"..
Haydn
Concerto _in C mO.jor for Violoncello .
and Orchestra
Dvorak
S.!:Jmphony No. 8 in G major, Opus 88
Ravel
Al?orada del Gradoso, from "ffiiroirs"

.

Conducted by famed Jetzy ffinksyrnluk

Sunday. October 31- 8:15Pm
· Tickets $9.00, $8.00, $7.00, $6.00, $5.00
UNM Students & Staff. !.1 ..erice
Ticket information 277-3121 .
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and wish the

His feet are wo.shed b.!:J
the coolness of the pond.
The morning sun
flashes on opening e~es
and floating white ducks.
The mo.n in desperation
stretches his arms
o.nd gro.bs the waterbird.
As he holds the white ball
of fier~ motion the
mo.n thinks of his hunger
o.nd thinks of love.
He does not eo.t.
Sho.nnon Jo.son Argus

for your contributions to the
"Ode to the Duck Pond" CO!!•
test. There were really many fine
entries, making it difficult to
·pick the three best. If you would
like your poem back, please stop
by the Daily LOBO office and
pick them up. BUT, I would like
to hang on to them so I. could
run them in future issues of the
paper, since many were excellent. Once again, thank you
for your cooperation.
-KRW

tho

I

b~tears

ODE TO I>UCKPOND
Wherever I tro.velln New mexico
m~ thoughts often bo.ck to the duck pond do go;
On tho.t bright swo.th of green in the UNm co.mpus
converge bo.bles o.nd mothers, gro.mpo.s o.nd gro.mmo.s, ·
who surve~ the sludge, heo.r the ducks o.s the~ quo.ck,
wo.tch the roto.tlng toothpicks, reo.d o. book, eo.t o. sno.ck.
You mo.~ feel ~ou'd like to lie down In the gro.ss.
but wo.tchout-tho.t dr~ field mo.~ be a morass,
for the UNm workmen, that diligent crew,
love to turn on the sprln~lers just o.s ~ou pass through,
and New mexico winds blow the spra~ far and wide,
drenching even the cautious who tr~ to run b~ on the side.
And the rotating toothpicks, which might as well be
o. broken down T.V. o.ntenna, o. sick tree,
·
a prowling pterodo.ct~l. two storks tr~ing to mo.te,
will inspire us o.ll as we lie o.nd meditate.

Lusty Past of UNM
Relived by Professor.
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Present Variety

The Great Dumas Debate
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We all know the story-the long
hot trip by bus to Hollywood, the
suffering, the shitty jobs, the
agony, the eventual discovery and
the inexorable rise to stardom. Bill
Shatner went from pumping gas to
battling the Klingon empire-and
he set the minds of an American
generation afire with inspiration.
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Very .Fine European
& Indonesian Food
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Try our Satee Babi
Nasi and Banai Goreng
and'Vege.tarian Gado Gado
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satire by Stuart Dyson
h
b
d
with
consider:~~ in~er~~(v~he recent
u roar in these pages over Mr. Alan
bum as' review of a theatrical
Pe rrormance in this city by 'the
noted actor, William· Shatner. It ·ts
with the greatest reluctance that I
am once again compelled to emerge
from my contemplative existence to
protest the vicious malignment of
yet a;10ther Son of Theopia at the
savage hands of this too cruel critic.
·
I must set the record straight. I
have been acquainted with Bill
Shatner for more than 25
years. 1 rirst met him in the isolated
hamlet of Arthur, Nebraska in
August of 1951. The great man was
then employed as an allendant at
Bert's Esso on State. Highway 213.
Our little chat about pistons, fanbelts, art and lil'e revealed to me
that the paunchy, affable pump
jockey was destined for greater
things.
1

Hours Daily
11 am -12 pm
Telephone 765-5671
600 Central SE

In all the subsequent years of
fame, I have maintained my
friend~hip with Bill, and that
friendship, first engendered over a
glistening oil pool on the heatbaked tarmac of Bert's Esso in
Arthur, Nebraska, has never
suffered because of Bill's immense
success. To my knowledge, and I
know him as well as anyone
(saving, of course his lovely wife
Betty), Bill Shatner has never, as
Mr. Dumas so cruelly implies,
confused himself with God-and
this applies to both of his dominant
roles in life-as pump jockey, and
as Starshir Captain.
When the Star Trek program was

ago, Bill Shatner was robb~d of one
or tho~e roles-yet he never
faltered. The great man retur~ed to
his humble origins, and, w1thout
complaint, quietly resumed his
duties at Bert's. Except for an
·
occastonal
hoarse grunt o f "K''tr k
out!" as he gently disengaged the
nozzle or his hose from the
overheated rear end .o~ a '56 Olds,
or a '61 Rhino, Wtlham Shatner

F.ame has '?nee agam en~rafped
Bill S)latner m a mantle o g.'?ry,
yet he is still the sa~e s~~lstttved
gentle, honest ma1~ w_JO g 1~ps~
the banners ofDestmy ~~the hmp~d
depthsofanotlpuddlemNebras a
25 yea rs ago. · During his recent
Bill
appearance m Albuquerque,k
actually took the tune to see. me
out, ju~t to talk about old. tune~,
al)d to J)11bue me once agatn w!t 1
!he· aw~ th.at accompanieS
conversations wnl~ the truly great.
_ Agamst my v1gorous protests,
William Shatner insisted upon
checking the oil in my dusky
Chrysler. This he did, never
heeding for an instant the engine
filth
that
besmirched
the
never let on that he once immaculate polyester sleeves of his
commanded not only the Starship electric fuchia cosmo-garment.
Enterprise, but the imagination and
Mr. Dunias, God has never, to
conscience or an American my knowledge, even considered
generation.
checking my oil.

\
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"Weavers of the Jade Needle" is
i the reatured exhibition at the
) Maxwell
Museum
·of
i Anthropology. This show displays
l various costumes from Guatemala.
i Included in this exhibition are
1' shirts, skirts, warp pattern belts and
( mulli-colored
sashes
with
I macramed fringe .. An interesting
( feature of this show is the purses of
j Guatemala, handwoven and worn
; strictly by men. The exhibit lasts
·;until Sunday, Oct. 31.
The next featured exhibition is a
bicentennial showing of
;Navaho . rugs, entitled "Between
)Traditions." This show will start
. :Nov. 14 aw:I will last through mid'January.
1special

Rode,y Theatre Offers
'Bollod of o Sod Cofe'

Permanent exhibitions are
"Human Evolution," "Pueblo
Kitchen," the Dorothy Maxwell
Memorial and "Man of the
Southwest." The "Evolution of
.Man" section is still incomplete. It
does, however, offer some
·interesting displays complete with
maps showing areas of important
'anthropological discoveries. Also
displayed are replicas, and in some
cases, actual skulls dating back
from one to nine million years ago.

The UNM Department of speaks more immediately to our
Theatre Arts presents the second situation here," Linnell said.
,
show of its Fall Repertory Season
tomorrow eve11ing. The Balfad of
In support of his idea, Linnell
utilized
the Sad Cafe, directed by James has
not
only
a
Linnell, opens in Rodey Theatre Southwestern setting, but regional
Saturday night at 8 p.m.
music and mannerisms as well.
A novella by Carson McCullers
and adpatcd for the theatre by
Edward Albee, The Balfad of the
Sad Cafe is a unique story of a love
affair that deeply affects a rural
Southwestern community.

"We've incorporated indigenous
Spanish ballads from a· Southwest
collection here at the University,"
Linnell said. "We've also used
hymn music and the townspeople as
a type of chorus."

Originally set in the rural south,
the shift to the southwest wa' a
decision made \>Y the director.

Linnell said the play is not a sadly
disturbing story, but a tragedy in
the true sense of the term. The
audience will
witness and
understand the motivat.ions of the
characters and the reasoning behind
the events.

"The similarities between the
rural south and the Southwest are
many: heat, dust, the punishment
from
the sun; but more

, Long
From 1.50
Heavy Jackets (Lee)'Reg. $37.50 Now $17.50
Blue Denim Jeans Reg. $12.50 $5.95

I ,

Don't ffiiss
The CIQms

"We've retained the character of
a narrator of sorts," Linnell said,
"but in this production we see the
story as told from a woman's
perspective rather than the male
viewpoint used by Albee." (The
novella version also uses a woman).

•

The Redwood Showcase in the
muscuni focuses on the Navaho
medicine man's methods of curing
illnesses. This showing features
Franc Newcomb sandpaintings,
herbs and xarious utensils. ·

I
::::

Inside New ffio.xwell museum
to students and staff. During
Homecoming week all alumni will
be admitted free.

Costume designs will be done by
·Gail Bakkom, who designed the
excellent costumes used in portions
of "TimeSpace," and Nadene
Blackburn will design the lights.

They will be on the Mall this
afternoon from 3:30 to 5:30 p.m.
The weather is supposed to be
warmer so come on out and warm
up for the Homecoming Dance
later in Johnson Gym. See you
there .. It should be fun.

Also in the Lower Gallery are
hanging French oil sketches from
the 18th and 19th centuries. The
show will last until Dec. I. The
sketches, on loan from an
anonymous English collector,
feature such artists as Degas,
Corot, Fantin-Latour, Flandrin
and Carpeaux. The museum is open
from !0 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and from I to 5
p.m. on Sunday. Admission is free

Downstairs in 'the Jonson Gallery
are abstract sculptures by
Albuquerque artist Joseph Chavez.
This show will last until Nov. 5.
Beginning Nov 7, UNM art
instructor Jeanette Styborski wil)
exhibit some of her nonrepresentational paintings. This will
be a special O!lening for this exhibit
from 3 to 5 p.m. on Nov. 7. This
gallery is open from noon to 5 p.m.
claily. Admission is free. The
gallery is directly ·behind President
Davis' house on Las Lomas Road.

Tuesday- Tequila Sunrise

5 pm to .9 pm

Now Appearing:
Frank Larrabee
Don't Forget The Hog's Breath

Great Lunches 11-2:30

Raw Honey
A Fine Drinking Establishment

Ar,.y Purchase Over $10

From Denver

5001 LOMAS NE / ALBUQ / 268-9855
2 blocks Wl!st of San M11teo 8r Lom11s

One Per Customer

.•

All Girl Band

Free T -Shirt

'

7-9

"AtmltD:.s

Friday - 2 Drinks for Price of 7
6 pm to 7 pm

Lobi>

.

Ladies 2 for 1

served daily from 71 am - 9 pm
].4 doz. - $1.7 5; 30c each

--'
With

Tuesday Thru Sunday

The Geology and Meteorite
Museums
house
permanent
exhibitions. Both are found on the
first floor of the Geology Building
across the street from the UNM
Bookstore. Both of these museums
are free and are open from 9 a.m.
to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday.

SOc

-

r!,

The Fine Arts Museum's Upper
Gallery will soon display works by
members of the faculty of the art
department. This show will start
Sunday, Oct. 31 and will continue
until Nov. 28. The Lower Gallery,
until Sunday, Oct. 31, features a
show entitled "Particular to
Photography." This exhibit,
according to its accompanying
catalog, calls attention to certain
characteristics in photography that
are rarely found in pictures created
by the traditional techniques of
drawing and paintings. These
characteristics are derived from
lens, shutter mechanisms and
stroboscopic illumination to shape
their images.

'

Since The Ballad of the Sad Cafe
is part of the Repertory season, it
will be shown alternately with the
other shows on Nov. 4, 6, 12, 13
and closing on Nov. 18.
Reservations
and
ticket
information can be obtain~d by
calling the UNM Fine Arts Box
office at 277-4402 ...

\

"Man of the Southwest" traces
the beginnings of man in this part
of the world from the Paleolithic
era up to the Pu.eblo Indian
civiliz~tions along the Rio Grande.
This exhibit shows the technical
developments of these civilizations
with excellent displays of scraping
knive,, jewelry, clothing and some
utility bowls. In one room of this
exhibit is a reproduction of a mural
l'rom Awotovi near the Hopi First
Mesa.

i

~~:=~~~~:;::~~==~~::~::~~s~o~tr~a~g~ic;a~ll~y~t~e~rm~in:a~t;ed~e~ig~h~t~y~e:a~rs~~~~~~~!.~~~~~~e~tragedy

Monday to Saturday From 10 a.m.- 6

IJy .John Carnahan

' UNM campus museums offer a
· ) wide scope of exhibits, covering
I areas
·of
anthropology,
J meteorology, geology and fine arts.
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Architecture ·On Campus
3409 CENTRAL,' N.E. •

Text by Dolores Wood
Photos by Karen Panagakos
Once· UNM was a red-brick
Gothic building standing alone on
20 acres of grass and tumbleweed,
burning in the morning summer sun
- freezing in the winter snow.
That was in 1892 when railroad
tracks ran up and down Central
Ave. That was the precursor of a
!53-building, 3,300 acre campus.
In 1910, UNM President William
Tight, a student of New Mexican
architecture, ordered the building
changed to an adobe pueblo style of
architecture, following a stormy
controversy over the decision. His
future
decision
forced
administrators to accept the adobepueblo style of architecture, a
report on University development
plan states.
·
But the man who started the
long-standing tradition of Adobestyle architecture was eventually
fired because of the decision, said
UNM
Provost
Chester
Travelstead, who has delved into
the history of the University.
EventuaiJy, in 1927, the Regents
made the adobe-style architecture
the official style for UNM
buildings.
The adobe architecture began in
. the antiquity of the Southwest,
John Gaw Meem's original
. university building plan states.
"When the Spaniards arrived in the
· sixteenth century, they found a well
developed pueblo architecture,
probably a thousand years old,"
Meems wrote .. The style is
characterized
by
terraced
community houses built out of
stone or earth.
"The Spaniards, on the other
hand, especially the Franciscan
Friars, brought with them the rich
building traditions of the Spanish
Renaissance,'' he wrote.
The lack of stone, of mortar and
people to . carry the heavy stones
used by the Spanish, left only one
alternative to the Spanish builders
- adapt. They adapted to the
Indian style of architecture. When
Mee~s wrote, he called the style,
Spamsh-Pueblo, today we call it
adobe.
(Conlinued on Page21)
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.Sat Only
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Quilts, Clothes And
Furniture
Invite the bunch ...
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. Mix a g(eat,. big bucket full of
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Open House Punch!

I
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Serves 32 . .. tastes like a super cocktail I

'
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Greatest drink ever invented! Mix a batch in advance,
add ice and 7UP at the last minute ••. serve the crowd
right out of the bucket! Smooth 'n delicious. Wow!

,.')
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;IIII
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Recipe:

,1:,,

·~

One fifth Southern Comfort
3 quarts 7UP
6 oz. fresh lemon juice

One 6-oz. cao frozen orange juice
One 6-oz. can frozen lemonade

Chill ingredients, Mix in bucket,
adding 7UP last. Add a few drops
re.d food coloring (optional); stir
lightly. Add ice,' orange, lemon
slices. Looks and tastes great/
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Southern Comfort®
You know it's got to be good ... when it's made with

·'

l

1,1

SOUTHERN COMFORT CORPORATION, 100 PROOF liQUEUR, ST. LOUIS, MO. 63132

t•·-----------------·couPoN·------------------I $5688 Price Breakthru on· i
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Alumni memorial· Chapel
(Continued from Page 20)

President's Residence

"
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The basic layout of the campus
has remained the same since Meems
was UNM' s architect. He was the
first to suggest that all related
academic departments be grouped
together. He selected the site for the
library as the center of the campus
and made it an area for pedestrians
only.
The Warnecke Plan of 1959
explains the guidelines the
University has gone by in designing
the campus. It states the polici
Meems implemented, as well as
future plans for campus .
The plan recommended a large
green: lawn in the heart of the
campus. "Its focal point would be
the main library and a reflecting
ultimately
containing
pool

University College
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There's a lot going on at Ned's!

TlrlllfF
(Thank Ned's It's Friday)

Monday Night Football
The uPianets"
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For The Game Or
That Celebration After...

Zimmerman Windows
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Eleclronically Speaking. Who Knows Belter Than
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J Lafayette's Own
II Ma.ke Quality CB!
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Jumbo Jack Is Rooti~g The
Lobos On To Victory!

I
I
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sculptures and the play of water
jets."
To landscape the University, the
plan recommended the design of
open spaces in the placement of
buildings. It says, ".The regional
heritage of the green interior court
or patio' within building groups, in
· contrast to desert planting, rock
and earth surrounding such groups,
should be cultivated."
The plan ant.icipated 25,000
students, after long and desultory
arguments (read the minutes of the
UNM Regents meetings at the time
if you don't believe this).
University Architect, Van Darn
Hooker said his office did not see the number of full-time students
enrollment exceeding 25,000. this year. We expect a decline to
Hooker said, "It looks like we'll be occur by 1980."
·
levelin_g off. We had a decrease in
Today we watch the Duck Pond
controversy, those "green acres"
Mr. Meems spoke of, and the new
architects coming out of the UNM
School of Architecture would
probably agree with the need fot
more green spaces.
Today the battleship "Good Ship
Humanities Building" overlooks
Sherman Smith Mall (named after a
former director of student affairs).
Onate Hall sits silently, a destroyer
to the Humanities battleship, red in
the setting sun but stark, an
impenetrable brown in the harsh
daylight.
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Humanities from Bookstore
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Howard Johnsons c0
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Bar

Weel<end
Special
60 oz.

Pit·cher

$1.95
Fresh Popcorn

1-25 & Lomas
UNM Students Welcome

Stop By Jumbo Jacks And Pick Up
A Sack Of Tacos For The Gang!
SPECIAL
Full Sack $7.50 save $1.50
36 Tacos - Includes That Famous Hot Sauce
Half Sack $3.75 Save $1.00
18 Tacos - Also Includes Hot Sauce
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Different Types
Of Hamburgers

Green Chili

Tacos

Red Chili

Burritos
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By Tim Galla~hct
0
When
I first inoved to New
0"
Mexico
.from
New York in lQ72, I
..0
0
met a guy who had been recruited
,.::.
"""" for the Lobo footballteiun and was
'@ attending fall practices religiously.
Cl
Each clay I'd watch him come
0
home from practice to his wife,
u
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Complete Mexican Dinners
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Call Ahead For CarrY Out Service
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Formerly Vogue Cleaners
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For Sale
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Men's Formal Wear From 24.95
Evening Gowns From 25.00
Wedding Gowns From 75.00
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Students
Staff
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All
In Formal Fashions
. The Latest
.
7:30-6 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
8-5 p.m. Sat.

3014 Central SE

268-5787

Halloween
Sale
Open Saturday Till Midnight
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Acapulco Restaurant f
Mexican Food I
Specializing In Burritos I
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He'd look exhausted, defeated and
not at all ready for major college
competition. I used to wonder what
they could do to this guy to make
him look like he'd been through the
jaws of hell with his jersey soaked
in gasoline.
,
1 forget his name now. ·It's not

Hush Puppies
Now$24.88
And Zodiac Alx
Rustic Reg. $60.00
Now$49.88
Frye boots for men
Now$49.95
Reg. $62.00
Shoe Specials ·
Large selection ot
Connie Reg. $2025.00Now $10.00
&formena
large selection
at half price.

Boot Specials

important because he quit after
about two weeks or practice, But
what is important is that it was my
introduction to UNM athletics,
Fortunately, I've seen better
things than one who couldn't make
it under Rudy Feldman. But that
lesson was my indoctrination into
Loboland. Jt soon became obvious
to me that the biggest thing in sports in New Mexico occurred down on
University near Stadium. Coming
from New York where the pros
write the headlines to a land where
the University team got all the ink
was quite a letdown, but I adjusted.
So I haven't been here long
enough to see very much, but I've
heard enough to know that it's no
easy task when som'eone tells you:
"Write a story about all the big
.events in UNM sports." How can
you capsulize 80 years of collegiate
athletics int6 one story1 I can't and
I'm not going to try.
But there are two things that
seem to permeate the sports pages
about UNM in recent years-championships and controversies.
During the middle 1960s, Lobo
teams won title after title with football and track leading the way.
From I 962 through 1964, the
UNM football teams, under coach
Bill Weeks, went 22-8 and won
three straight Western Athletic
Conference crowns. The Lobos had
joined the newly-formed WAC in
1962 and were the powers in the
fledgling years oft he league.
They won track titles from I 96467 and boasted a fifth place finish
in the NCAA championship as
their top performance.
There was also a golf championship in 1967 and a tennis title
in 1968. The 'Pack was also cochampion of the WAC in basketball in 1964.
But during the late 60s, through
the turmoil of student unrest, Lobo
athletics slid downhill. Many still
blame Athletic Director Pete McDavid for letting the programs fall.
They said he tightened his belt too
much at the sake of quality
programs.
McDavid was soon to be
replaced by another man from Santa Fe-Lavon McDonald. When
McDonald took over in January
1973, it was in a storm of controversy. Head basketball coach
Bob King had resigned earlier in
1972 and many felt he was the heir
·
apparent to the throne.
But McDonald took the reins and
after a few months settling himself
into the office, he embarked on a
building program he hoped would
bring UNM intonational
prominence.
How successful McDonald's two
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. Non-·Conference
Homecoming Tilt Is Saturday
··,.

UNM Sports History_: Unlilce N.Y.
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14 to North Texas State.
.NMSU is led b~ quarterback
R1ck Horacek, a h1gh school allA'?erica out of Grants. Blaine
Miller was the starter at the
beginning of the season but
Horacek has come on strong after
Miller was injured.
He has 209 yards total offense,
behind Miller and the star.ting
fullback (Jim Ringer) and ailback
(Rod Booker). Horacek has rushed
'for 65 yards and passed for 144,
The Lobo total offense leader is
quarterback Noel Mazzone. The
talented sophomore has accounted

."'w
N

Lobos Play One for ~Fun' Against Aggies

By Russ Parsons
~he University ~f New Mexko
f(it~tball team, commg off of a pmr
bf~!disappoi~ti~g losses that have
W)Qbably ehmma~ed them from
W~stern Athleuc Conference
co~tention, .get to play one for fun
Sa\urday night as they take on New
M¢.xico State.
. ':fhe biggest .probl~m Lob.o
co~ches are havmg th1s week IS
cotivincing their charges that the
contest won't be just for fun. It
seems hard to get up for the 2-5 Ags
afth playing the two toughest
tealns in the WAC on consecutive
· webkends.
NNM still has the second-rated
offense in the league, despite the
;24;23 loss to Wyoming and the 31~~C debacle against Arizona State.
Lobos are averaging 384 yards
a game, 250 on the ground and
another 143 passing.
Defensively, the picure is not
near so bright. UNM is ranked
fourth in total defense, allowing
33~ yards a game. 182 of that is by
the. run while almost 157 of that is
passing yardage. UNM is next to
thee last in pass defense.
So far this season the Lobos have
outscored their opponents ·by a
whopping 2. 7 points per game -'24.7 to 22.0.
·
New Mexico State is averaging
266 yards a game against weaker
opposition. 161 came running while
105 came by the pass. Meanwhile,
· they've yielded an average of 320
yards, 190 on the ground and 130
passing.
The Ags started out ·hot; topping
Drake and UTEP 30-29 and 13-20
respectively. Things have been
downhill ever since. They lost 21-10
to UT-Arlington, 21-17 to Lamar,
I 32-7 to Tulsa, 33-8 to Idaho and 26-

...

for 1123 yards in only six games this
season.
Mazzone has completed 50 per
centofhispasses(53ofl06)for820
yards. He has also rushed for 303
yards on 1,07 carries for five
touchdowns. He has passed for five
more.
Fullback Mike Williams is
UNM's leading rusher and is the
second best in the WAC. The
sophomore has carried 121 times
for 555 yards, an average of 92.5
yards a game and 4.6 yards a carry.
Williams has chipped in another

five scores.
Tailback Smokey Turman has
carried 48 times for 229 yards a 4,8
average, He has also caught' eight
passes for 45 yards to rank second
UNM's receiving list.
Preston "Magic" Dennard is by.
far the leader with 20. grabs for 409
yards. The junior caught his first
two touchdown passes of the year
last week against the Sun Devils,
tying the UNM career touchdown
reception record in the nrr'r"'''

z
(1)

~

~

(1)

caught 93 passes for 1539 yards both school records.
Sophomore Max Hudspeth is
leading the WAC in interceptions
with six, including a pair against
ASU. He Is also the league's fifth
best punt returner with 17 returns
for 64 yards, an average of 3,8
yards per return.
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The game will begin at 7 p.m. "1
(different from the usual ,7:30 N
starting time) at University _-.o
Stadium.
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Mel Daniels, one of the all-time Lobo hoop greats, led
UNM into the NlTin 196Z
and spring of 1974.
expansion projects were remains to
Shelton, a Black, was cut from
be seen, but the expansion of the·
the baseball team during practice
Arena and the addition of the $1.8
and a boycott' by Black athletes
million press box to the football
followed. They felt that Leigh was
stadium are complete, imt:>ressive
discriminating against Shelton on
structures. They too came enclosed
the basis of color and pointed to
with some incidents .
Leigh's nearly-always segregated
In March, 1975, a construction
squads as proof. But an athletic
worker on the press box addition
was killed when he fell from the council hearing cleared Leigh. In
May 1976, Leigh resigned under
structure. In June, 1975, a fire in
heavy pressure. Strong indications
the Arena was nearJy disastrous. In
were that McDonald would recomApril 1976 the LOBO reported th!lt
mend that Leigh not be re-hired.
student money might have been
used to finance the construction of
Leigh felt he had been slighted
the projects.
because of rumors in the spring
Through 'the troubled years, only that the ba'seball program would be
Rusty Mitchell's gymnastics team dropped and he said McDonald
shone through consistently. Mit- never told him.
chell, himself a top U.S. performer
Through the early 70s there came
in the 1964 Tokyo Olympics,
guided his teams to "conference tl1e rise of women's athletics at
UNM. Linda Estes, the first
titles in 1968 and 1970-73.
Most New Mexicans rejoiced women's athletics director, conwhen, in late December 1973, head tinues her crusade for equal opfootball coach Rudy Feldman was portunities in athletics for women.
fired. Bill Mondt was named as his Estes fights behind' the Title IX and
XII regulations, and, although not
replacement.
.
McDonald and baseball coach loved by many in the men's athletic
Bob Leigh clashed many times department, she has been quite sucduring Leigh's 11-year reign as cessful in obtaining more scholarbaseball mentor. Perhaps Leigh's ships and aid Tor the women's
most publicized controversy was programs.
the ·Paul Shelton case in the winter

1
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KEY LARGO
Humphrey Bogart, Edward G. Robinson
Lauren Bacall, Claire Trevor

PUBLIC ENEMY

•

'

I realize that not all related to 80
years of UNM athletics can be contained in this article and I'm sorry
for that. In conclusion, 1 can only
1 answer
like the little boy who

James Cagney, Jean Harlow

)
Photo by W. T. Hunt

SUN., OCT. 31 THRU TUES., NOV. 2

Preston Dennard (no. f!O) will be looking to aid in a Lobo
win Saturday at 7 p.m. against New Mexico 'State.

Edward G. Robinson, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.

Sports History

(Conlinuodfrompago)2)

STUDENTS $1.25
EVERY
MON. and TUES.

WED., OCT. 27 THRU SAT., OCT, 30

flunked his history test. W1en the
teacher asked him why he did so
poorly he replied, "How did you
expect me to know all that? It happened before I was born."

LITTLE CAESAR
WHITE HEAT
James Cagney, Virginia Mayo

Eyeglasses &
Contact Lenses

THE BEAUTIFULLY REDECORATED

at reasonable cost

SUNSHINE THEATRE

Casey Optical Co.

central at 2nd 242-9741

(Next door to Casey RsxtJt Drug)

Lomas at Washington 2S5-e329

'~~~~~~~

The Quarters
Discount Liquors
905Yale SE

Sound Ideas does it
again! Discounts
up to 33% on a
selection of
components.
Quantities are

(Continued on p11gc 2:'.)

limited, so act
how and save
on Marantz.

Before And After
The Game
We Have All Your
Favorites·

Model 125 Ttmer - AM/FM Stereo, phase locked loop
circuitry, Marantz reliability, list price $340.00
SALE PRICE $255.00
22508 AM/FM Stereo Receiver - 35 watts per channel
continuous music power, list price $550.00
. SALE PRICE $374.00
PRICE
22758 AM/FM Stereo Receiver,- 75 watts per channel
continuous music power, list price $650.00
SALE PRICE $487.00
Walnut Cabinets for Marantz equipment SAL_§_PRICED

multiplex
minimum
$374.00
minimum

from $20

To help us serve you better, our listening rooms and audio
experts are available by appointment until 1:OOpm Tuesday
through Friday mornings. Call 292-1188 for an appointment.
Open until 8:00pm Monday and Thursday evenings.

Shop Early And
Avoid The Rush.
323 Romero NW • 5307 Menaul NE
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WAC Plot to ThiCken
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Despite the Lobos taking a breather from the WAC, several key con:
ference game~ mark this week's schedule,
Arizona State is at Brigham Young Saturday at 1:30 p.m., in a game
that will probably eliminate one of them from the conference race.
Wyoming will meet Colorado State in Ft. Collins at noon' Saturday in a
game that will be tel vised regionally by ABC-TV.
The Arizona Wildcats will be in Utah Saturday at I :30 p.m. Arizona
must keep winning to stay in the loop race.
Sorry, UTEP is at home against San Diego State. ·

WAC STANDINGS
. WAC
'OVERALL
W L
W L
Wyoming
6 I
4 0
Brigham Young
2 I
5 2
Ari;r.ona State
2 l
2 4
Ariwna
I I
J 3
New Mexico
i 2
3 J
Utah
I I
I 5
Colorado State
I 2
4 3
Texas·El Paso
0 l
I 6

The ASA Gilllery iS looking for people to llelp
facllitate its operations ancl final ~onstructlon. Con·
tact Claire 898-8681.
'

1
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Jack Kolbert, president of the Albuquerque City
Council, will speak to !he Phjlosophy Club on the
topic "Humanitieo Teacher Vis-a-Vis City Govt. 11
Cookies at 3 p.m., talk at 3:30p.m. in library,
The annual Slumber Party Nominating Convention
and party will be Sat,, Oct. 30 at 8 p.m. at218 Vassar
SE. Cornc.on, sleepers, join us,

f~

.

'

Kiva Club will hold a weiner roast Sat., Oct, 30 at
4;30 p.m. Donations of $1 should be left with Bob
Mondragon at the Nalive American Center.
Election Commission will meet Fri., Oct, 29 at 2:30
p.m. in Rm. 230SUB. All students invited.

~_
t

. KlvaCJub will hold a meeting Mon., Nov. I at 6:30
p.m. at rite Native American Studies Center. Speakers
from NIYC will in'form students on currem projects
and events.

""
By Tim Gallagher • •

:~::t

Okay, so I blew it last week. So did the Lobos. But I said in the beginning of the year that I wasn't expecting a lot from UNM'this year and I
haven't been surprised by this year's team. Disappointed, yes-surprised,
no.

;;"
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1 think LOBO sportswriter Russ Parsons summed the matter up succinctly in his opinion Wednesday. The Lobos are a young team and bound
to make mistakes. They had the ability to stay with ASU, but just got
down too quickly. I was wro~g. The Sun Devils still mesmerize the Lobos.

I·
'·

Lobo offensive guard Earl Pettet said it best to me on Monday. "I don't
know what those guys do to us, but they do it every year," he said.

»
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So it's just another also-ran year for the Lobos; just like they've all been
for the last ten years. Bnt I'm not ready to junk the program yet. Overall,
this is the most skilled New Mexico team in the last five years, at least.

;I
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As for the Aggies, many people are thinking, "No problem, we'll knock
them off easy." And that is a problem. There's no such thing as an easy
game, especially with the Aggies. Those dumb 'Pokes will be all fired up
for this one. I mean, what else is there to do in 'Cruces except fling cow
dung and wait until you play the Lobos.

' ',.
,,,
1\

The Lobos better be ready and I think they will be, but not as prepared
as they need to be. I think the Lobos will win this one, but not by that
•
much. UNM24-10.

'.
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'
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On another subject: I'm really pleased by the performance of the UNM
cross-country team. This Saturday will mark coach Hugh Hackett's final
regular season meet and to Hugh, we extend our thanks and wish him sue. cess in the future. For incoming coach Bill Silverberg, I have only the
highest praise and hopes. Silverberg, a fine gentleman and promoter, has
the ability to build good track programs in cross-country, indoor and outdoor track.
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The harriers are having a good season led by seniors Lionel Ortega and
Peter Butler. But I'm very optimistic about four up-and-coming freshmen,
or, "The Four Princes of Lobo! and," as LOBO cross-country reporter
Peter Madrid likes to call them. Peter, Coach Silverberg and I are in
agreement that the Lobo cross-country team is going to knock off the
foreign legion of UTEP one of these days.

,,•' ~
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!learned with great sadness of the heart attack suffered by Albuquerque
Journal sports editor LeRoy Bearman. All of the staff members of the
LOBO join me in hoping for a speedy recovery by LeRoy.
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Stickers Go to Utah
For. BYU Tourney
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Wyoming were unknown, but that
By Jan Boomhower
UNM's stickers will travel to they were in "dire straits" because
Provo, Utah, for the Brigham they lack competition.
Young Invitational field hockey
Wednesday was the last day of
tournament this Friday and practice for the team and Quinlan
Saturday.
said the scrimmage had been
The squad will compete against excellent. "Our people are
BYU, Boise .State University, the excited," said Freshman Kathy .
University of Arizona and the Burken,
"We are going to beat
University of Wyoming. The Lobos ' them."
have already beaten BYU this
· season at the UNM Field Hockey
UNM begins play at 10:30 a.m.
Fiesta. The stickers played a tough today against Boise State. At 3 p.m.
Arizona team to a tie during the they will play BYU. On Saturday at
same tournament.
9 a.m., the "Machine" plays·
Hockey coach Bev Quinlan said Arizona and finishes against
the qualities of Boise State and Wyoming at 2 p.m.
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4 chapters, 3 papers, I outlines and l project behind
· · •••it's no time to get .filled up.
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Alumni
To Clash

A benefit basketball game for the
Sickle Cell Council of New Mexico
will be played Sunday at 2 p.m. at
Johnson gym between the alumni
of UNM and New Mexico State.
The game will be played in
memory of John Andres, a
Unh·ersity of New Mexico football
player in the early 1960s, who died
from sickle cell anemia.
Former Lobo basketball coach
Bob King will coach the UNM
team. The Lobos will have Ira
Harge, Ben Monroe, Ron Nelson,
Ron Becker and Petey Gibson on
their squad.
The Aggies will be coached by
UNM assistant coach John
Whisenant and will have Chilo
Reyes, Truman Ward and Jim
Bostic on the team.
~Tickets for the benefit game are
available at H. Cook's Sporting
Goods, Albuquerque Ticket
Agency in Coronado and the UNM
Athletic Department ticket office.
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Petey Gibson (no. 20) will be in action in Sunday's Sickle Pl
Cell Council ben_efit game.
~
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Video

Tapes
10-3 Daily
In The SUB Bo.llroom
Sponsored By Student Activities

The Parka
The skiing, backpacking,
snowshoeing, just hanging
out parka by 'Class 5 is filled
with 10 oz of prime goose
down lofty and warm yet ifs
total weight is only 26 oz.
The down filled storm flap,
drawstring at waist, and
snaps at the sleeve increase
its ability to keep you warm
when the temperature drops.
Stash your hands in the
handwanner pockets and
your gear in the cargo
pockets and you're all set
for winter!

..... ....
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-- .......... .... ........

$55.00 in 2.2 oz taffeta
·$65.00 in 65-35 polyester
and cotton (12 oz down)

.
--·

IVERS
j

Off
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lobo, Ag

AMO

25%

. When 'the. week's just· begun and alr~ady you're

2320 Central Ave. SE
268-4876
Hours: Monday thru Friday 10-6 Sat 10-5

lobo

,.
'<Si19i6lhe Millei Brewing Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

'

MDU!fTAI!fS

BOOTS

SOOTMAKERS SINCE 1863
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Ddlh loho

All cars on Sigma Chi and Mesa Vista between
University and Yale must be (emoved by 4 p,n:J, Fri.,
Oct, 29. House decoration tours to take place at this

><: -----;;::::
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men's

.,

Lit.G Beer from !tfjJler.
Everything you always wanted
in a beer~ And less.

shop

..

"

·.'\
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2120 Cen.trai.S.E.

BANKAMERICARD.

.

243-6954
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THANKS, TO ALL. my wonderful friends at l,[NMl'll fl!~~~l Adi~.BcUy L~~r~:!_l.: I0,_12"9.,-,-,.,HAPPY 19th BIRTHDAY, YA little rnbbitl This
onr::will bctht: be$l ever for tea. Love, Tim. J0/29
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
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PETJTIONS FOR SENATE elections available
J0/29

--·

PERSONAL-s

FROZEN YOOURT COMINO 10 -:\lbuqucrque-

onlyinthePo.~hl

--···

Room 242SUB. Due November l.
•·
~-· ·-. -···-· --·

1111::.5_ _ _ __
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f-'OUND BY JOHNSON gym. Male grey 11nd white
huskycollie cross PUJ'PY· To claim ca11345-<)S 17 after
10:00 n.m. and before !Op.m, 111.2

Thursday's Puzzle Solved:

Slang
50 Unflinching
1 Drop heavily 52 Hostile
5 Where lhe
courses of
Louvre is
action
10 Dance of lhe 5 4 Plant used
'30s
for
14 Affection
seasoning.
15 Pointing
58 Make erect
upward
59 Took on
food
16 Kansas
community 60 Wind
17 Customer
instrument
181s-loword
62.Musical
19 Radar
passages:
screen spot
20 Deserves
Informal
8 Of ships:
35 Had a sharp
65 Feign
22 Arrogant
67 In addition 6Palm
39 Dregs
person
k
cockatoo 41 Harmonize
69 s
24 Garden girl
pea
7 Soaks
43 Kind of
wildly
8 Sweet glaze
25 ·----in the 70 Antitoxins
relations
9 Backless
46 Clairvoyant
dark
7.1 Under
seats
27 -------over:
nervous
48 Whirl
10 Brother
Whitew~shed
strain
51 Gives
29 Mechanical 72 Solar disk: 11 Hollows
hospitality
12 Full of
Var
contrivances
to
energy
32 Ha.bltual
73 At ooe time
53 Of the stars
13"Yawned
dnnke.r
7 4 Horse
'54 Out-of-date
21 Pronoun
33 Approx.
75 Makes
55 Contrary
23 Spar
cost
loans
56
Pulls apart
34 Pleasing to
26 Lukewarm 57 Father
the mind
28 Pack
DOWN
36 Ethical
61 V. Borge, for
29 G.l. fare
one
40 Stalk
30 Wine area
1 Frull
42 Cables
63 Stove
2 Be deprived 31·Tendon
44 Had life
compartment
of
35 Prevent
64 Request to
45 Lateral
3 Hammed It 3 7 Say over
go
parts
up
again
4 7 Liabilities
66 Dull finish
38 Curved
4 Die
49 Diamond:
5 One's own
structure 68 Honshu bay

''
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I OST: SMALL 131.AC'K pocketbook cont<Jinlng im·
1ronunt lO~. Reward. 1D number .'if!S-04·4226, D.
M;utinc;z, Cull2'17-6273. l l/2

ACROSS

·-

J.OST: MESA VISTA-khten, cream, blue e~·es,
~~~-27_7:5~!]~.?;~6~7~.:.~~:~
··--LOST: PAIR OF"rd, wht, blk$kl glove.~. 'Sentimental •
value, irrcplaccab) , Reward· offered. 256·7958,
ll/3

3.

4. ·FOR SALE
N~SKIB60Ts lO~, used once. ~25. S43·
6078,

11/3
.
-··---.. , - HANOGLJDER: ICARUS Jl biplane- with extra
;ibs un~ fabric, strons cotutruction, After 5:00,
881·1859, 1113

PRIDE MOTORS NOW open Tues.-Sat. 8:30"5:30.
OFfef'i complete, competent scro.·ice of all imporb.
Specializing in !)pons and touring uutos. 256·1763,
11/10

Tt!CHNiCSTuOOAfi.LI; sA'iE:

ali

mo~i'~

ample SL-1300, $243.00. Kent, 268-0333.

·BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, I HI San Pedro
SE, 265-0.335. Color TV's, tape decks, stereo, amplifiers, auto radins. lnstQIJ burglar alarms. JOo/G discount for students with ID's. Quick service. Used
TV's fonalc. 11118
PAINTING INTERIOR EXTERIOR rrce. For
estimates, call evenings, 898-0810. 11/4
FAMOUSQUIVIRA BOOKSHOP and Photography
Gallery is ~ block from Johnson Oy"m on Cornell,
Special order service. tfn
MODELS NEEDED FOR new cuts and"Herra high·
lighting, Call TIJeras Hair Company, 255:5544,
10/28

PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION PHOTOS. Lowes~
prices in town! Fast, pleasing, near UNM. Call 265·
2444orcometo 1717Girard Blvd. NE. tfn
LSAT·MCAT EXAMS. Prepare now. Call Profcs.~[onal Educators of New MCiClco, Inc, 8425200, tfn
QUALITY: HUNTER PAINTING CO. Repairs·
glazing, carpentry, screening, gutters. licensedreferences. 243-250$, 11/1

AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHY CLASSES now
rorming-35mm, 4-week concemratcd session taught
by professional pho1ograpl1cr Jn luxurious J..oma~>
Professional Uuilding. Classes begin November 2.
CalJ 294-8937 for more information.· Studio IOI.
11/1

l

,,,

0607.

11/5

HOT SOX 100% cotton underwear from Jolllpop
and more clothes from ~roUnd 1he world. Now al
Wild Rose, 2910 Cemral SE, r l-6, 6day~. 10129
BLACK LES PAUL copy w/case. Excellent comli'fion, $110. IO·speed excellent for around town $60.
2994139, 11/1

RECORDS AND TAPES-good price, good ~elec.
tion, good people, L P Gootlbuy, 3701 Central NE
(acros> from Fat Humphrey's). tfn
CRAIG S~TRACK CAR stereo, assorted tapes Included, $60.00, Dan,242~Z901. _11;_/.:,1_._.,.-,BICYCLES. TWO NEARLY new 5-specds. Little
ole lady and old man drove to church only. $55.
256-7420. 1 VI

f7~~T~~TS!

CASEY OPTICAL Company, 255·

BOOTS: VASQUE HIKER IJ, slze-11. $35,00.
842·9046. II /4
1972 VEOA. Great Carl Only 32,000 miles. $J,300.
Evenings, 266-3936. 11/4
1974 YAMAHA ENDURO, 250cc, 4000 miles, Ex·
cellent condition. $500, 266·91% aner 6:00 p.m.

10129

CLtJSE-OiJT FAMOUS brand 12V CD clc.::trc;mic
ignition $37.95. Regularly $54.95. 268-5490 • .Eiec·trcnlc Ignition Sales. l 1/3
EARLY BIRDS-ELEGANT omelets. We open
7:30a.m. Bakery Cafe, 118 Yale. .:.:11.:.:/1~-

76S·5726aflcr 6:30. JIll
NEW COLOR TV. Big .mCen, .~olid Mate, New 10:
year warranty, A~sume pnymen150f $7.(/t'Jper month,
255-7535. 11/2

J973 HONDA 750-4 16,000 miles. Good condition.
$1,100.00. 881·9296 afler 5:30p.m. 11/2

KIRBY'S $62.50, New 10-ycar wamuny, 2557534, 111:.2=-:-:-=:-c--,.--BJCVCLES: WE HAVE the lightest weight for the
money you can buy, Some QO sale. R.C, Hallen's,
R43-9318. tfn

5:,::·=;F.,;0:::,R:,;R~E:;.N:,;;T~~--~
COUPLE (PAIR) WANTED to share 2~br .house
near campus, Non-smokers, no peu.. $100/mo. UtiiJties included. 256-3487. 11/3
ROOMMATE WANTED TO share house. $90/mo
includes Utilities, Deposit. Call John or Phyllls, 2471921. 11/3
room, usc of Jiving nrea, laundry room, fully furnished, Cnll 290-1444. ;_11:,:.1,:.4_ _ __
LARGE CLEAN EFFICIFNCY, reasonable rem.
10129

Calll44·1154.

4·BEDROOM HOUSE, $325 per month. UNM area,

6.

1111

J;~7c:"

EMPLOYMENT

INTERVIEWERS. PART-TIME WORK, Opinion
Research, No soliciting. No selling, we train. flexible hours. Apply in person 10-4, 251 Wyoming NF.,
MarketingServit=csof New Me'Oico. 11/4

···--.--·

by Barrecrafter

~-

OVERSEAS JOUS-SUMMER/year·rollnd, Europe, S. America, AU5tra1ia, Asia, etc. All ficJd~.$500$1200 monthly. Expensc5 paid, !.lghtsccing, Free
information. Write: International Job Center,
Department NB, Uox 4490, Berkeley, CA 94704.
ll/15

Ski Racks
\

From $16.50 to $53.00

---·----·0
YOUR SKILLS, EDUCATION,

~----·-

ENTHUSIASM
pays big REWARDS in Ilie Peace Corps. All majors
urged to apply. C:tll 277-2636 for an on-campus inter·
view or slop by our orticc, Onega 229, Tuesday,
Thilrsday,or Friday afternoon 3:30-5:00. 11/l

rART-TiME-HEL·(; WANTI:D~~;ing lunch. Hours
flexible. Apply Frontier Restaurant, 2660550. 10/29
RESIDENT DIRECTOR FOR shcltcr..... for bancred

·,

wh·es. Administrative and social work. ExpericncC"
desirable. Salary
11/1

plu~

room and board, 843·7370.

WANTED: PARTTIME EXPl:RICNCI:.O tcller5.
AJiply in penon Citi:len''> Bank, Louisiana Nll. Mr •
--~--··---~· __ ~ ~ ..•..
• ·oolan •. _10'29
WEARE LOO!\tNG ror an Nl!A graduate of UNM
to be operation nlanager. Salary $10-12,000. Send
f~sumc lo box 3865, Albuquerque 87J 10. II/:!

"Dedicated to the Ski Spirit in everyone"
Coronado Center - Lower Mall

883-8128

PART-TIME JOB. Graduate: students only. Must be
o\·cr 21 years old. Need two pan-time employees for
day work. Aho have positions for Friday and Saturday nights. Apply in person only. No phone calls.
please. Save Way liquor Stores. 5704 lomao; NE,
551_6._M_en_a_ui_N_E._!!II::2_ _ _ _ _ __

IT'S ALL RIGHT to be a Wom::tn Theater. Join our
class& explOrC". Call 265-3012. 10!29

"Cr.Y of the Bo.nshee".
o.nd
· '"Count Yorgo. Vo.mpire"

'''

·'

•

The still-maturing Lobos,
coming off an i111pressive win
against CSU last weekend, will be
trying for their second conference
victory in a row.
Marpe said all the girls were
healthy, with the exception of
Connie Casey who has a bad back.

Halloween
Party

.

Sat. Nite- Oct. 30
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Jerome Shanks grabs a rebound during
practice yesterday. It is hoped that Shanks'
rebounding strength will bolster a short
UNM front line.
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Think ski in Collageman sweaters 20.00up
Temperatures are dropping and soon it'll be back to the slopes. This year stay warm
and cozy in collageman sweaters in 100% acrylic in styles for both of them.

Asl< for Frank or Chris

Winrock Center & Montgomery Plaza /Mall

Behind Perr 's Pizza

~

(1)

Strom bergs Charge • Master Charge • BankAmericard

wi~h this co~pon

<>

, . .,,

Jigg's Pool Hall

Yz hr. FREE pool

.

~
~

\

Inquire At
'I

.

From the top oftherampin University Arena, there
came the pounding of basketballs bouncing on
cement.
The curtains hid the players, but the noise could
.
.
mean only one thing. No, it wasn't Superman, ju$t
basketball coach Norm Ellenberger and the 1976-77
UNM team.
The basketballers began practice two weeks ago and
this year Ellenberger has closed practice sessions to the
public.
Down they came. There were the familiar faces of
Steve Davis, Dan Davis, Norm Cacy and Dave Otero.
But there was also the unfamiliar presence of several
new players. The huge figures of 6'-10" Will Smiley
and 6'-7" Jerome Shanks loomed over the court.
losses the Lobos h.we suffered were Newcomers Billy Reid and Marvin Johnson handled
close and were to •he two squads the ball with style.
who are favored to ~in their college
Overall, the Lobes looked like a team that has been
conference-UTEP 111 the WAC officially practicing for about two weeks.
and CU in the Big 8.
Ellenberger barked commands to the squad.
Next year Coach Bili Silverberg "Execution day- today we're going to execute." The
will be without the leadership of coach was dressed in turquoise shirt and shorts and no
Ortega. Tom Snowden, the other squash blossom adorned his neck.
senior on the team, will also be
The Lobo; went through several drills, stressing ball
gone. Silverberg will have five handling, ball control and conditioning. The onefreshmen with which to work. With .minute drill proved the toughest.
these young and inexperienc.~d runThe players had to run across the width of the court
ners, Silverberg, over the years to a certain number of times in one minute. Shanks was
come, hopes to usurp the Miner having his problems, but seemed to have maqe it.
"Did Romey make it?" asked Ellenberger. Jayvee
dynasty that has dominated crosscountry in the college ranks and coach Pat King said no, but Shanks wasn't punished.
·replace them with his own kingdom· The opener is four ~eeks away against New Mexico
of runners,
Highlands.

·

conference.''

$100 Worth of Pizza Coupons
Given Away. To First 50 Couples25 movie Passes To The Second
25 Couples

AS

Jly Tim Gallagher

By Gino Brazil
The UNM women's volleyball
!earn will be traveling to sunny
Arizona this weekend, with upset
on their minds .as they face
conference foes Arizona State
University of Arizona and
Northern Arizona.
Head coach Kathy Marpe said
that all three teams are "very good
and rate among the top teams in the

Two thrillers
for the price of one

WOODY ALLEN

Hoopsters Pound Hardwood

Spikers Look
For Upsets

misc:ellaneou5

'i

·

.·.·.Sports·······
By Peter Madrid
UNM's cross-country J.eam will
compete under the guidance of
Coach Hugh Hackett"'for the last
time in regular season meets this
Saturday in El Paso, Tex.
Saturday's triangular with
Texas-EI Paso and Arizona State
will be the final meet of the season
before Hackett's haulers gear up
for WAC finals in Tempe, Ariz.,
on Nov. 13.
The Miners again appear to be
the team to beat in theW AC and in
the nation. The Lobos, who last
week beat the Sun Devils but lost to
Brigham Young, will have their
hands full in the border town with
the Kenyan Corp of UTEP coach
Ted Banks. The Sun Devils do not
appear to be a definite threat to
either the Lobos or the Miners in
this weekend's finale.
Harrier great Lionel Ortega has
not been able to live up to his AllAmerica standing of last year
because of the Lobos' abbreviated
schedule. Ortega's best race was the
first contest of the season against
UTEP and New Mexico State.
Against the Miners and the Aggies,
Ortega captured the individual first
and the Lobos lost by only seven
points.
The second meet of the season
Ortega came in a disappointing
third behind two University of
Colorado runners in the Lobos'
only home meet of the season. The
Buffs edged the Lobos by one point
in the meet.
After the U. of C. meet, the
Lobos had a three-week idle period
before the triangular meet with
ASU and BYU in the rain-drenched
town of Tempe. The Lobos were
scheduled to run on the conference
course, but' heavy rains turned it into a serie~ of mud puddles. Ortega
came in second behind teammate
Peter Burler and three Cougar
harriers.
Although the cros~-country team
has not won a meet all season, the

PLANT LAYOFF has forced l.lS: to repossess new
J 977 Kirbv. Take over puymcnts $7.47 a month. New
warranty, 255-753~·-~------1974 PLYMOUTH DUSTHR 360-$1900; 197) Ford
Pinto Runnbout-$1400; 1972 Ford Plnto-$1050; 1971
Chevrolet Statio:t Wngon-$1300. Parking lot vacuum
ond trailer $1200. For further information contact:
Citizen's Bank of Albuquerque, 298-8777, llt2

FEMALE ROOM"f:1A ffi TO sh;;~J.bedroom
266·9740. 1112

··

Final Harrier Meet
For Coach Hacl~ett

High perfqrmance engin~. p[u~ mnny more racing
more informntion cnll 867-2757, 10/29

part~. Fbr

256-9461.

· · Daily Lobo

..~

MUST~mLLi~iM.EDIATELY :t971Cam;;~- Z-28.

_ HOUSE iO SHARE-Winrock area. Private bed·

11/4

.

.1

1960 JAGUAR MKII 3,8, Giood running condition,

Caii842-8J48 before 9:30a.m.

·

•'

~-------

Wild Rose. 2910 Central SE,

FAST ACCURATE TYPING-editing. Reasqnablc.
266-3953. 11/11

1967 OHIA! AM.FM, S-track, --r~b~nsine,
$400, 842-6753. 1112
NECc-HJ SEWJNG"MACHINE, butmnho!C~. blin'O
hem.~. fancy tler.i_gn!., without att~chmen!!i.
Regularly $109.50, only $27.80. 2?.~----~-~~2- ·
EARLY DIRDS-degam omelet.~! We open 1:30
a.m. Bakery Cafe, 118 Yale. 10/29

111.1
'----··----------·
-·-· -·--llRAND NEW TAKARA bicycle. Afler 5:00, 242~ GITANE TRACK BIKE, needs tir~s.. brnke fitted,

NEW FROM BlRKENS'fOCK Footprints. only at
10/29

SERVICES

,,/..

TURN ON TO -~1erco tunersr Pioneer, Sansui, Kt;'!n·
wood, Yamaha. Jensen 24" tower speakers, Will
sacrifice eql!ify, A~k for Ben or Jack. 255-7534.
1112.

LOST&FOUND

f•OUNO A BRACEl.E.T in Woodward Hall, Rm.
TUTORJNO. FNGLISH GRAMMAR and compo~ ~j9, OescrLbc and claim. Rm. 131, Marron Hall.
11
sit ion. Recent UNM graduate, 256-7420. 11/1 ,
-----~·-- <·------· __ ,_
·~·~·---··~~-----·-~--···--~-"-· - · - - - - L.OST: LARCJE, MALE, mm~uc.:kcn bay retriever.
.
.Golden red .. l_-ye~~old. '277-5561, 843-~~27. 11/3

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
UNITED Feature Syndicate
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$125.00

A pocket calculator
specifically designed for
complete business
management! Autoll)atically computes discounted cash flow;
percentages; compound
interest; remaining
balance; annuities;
depreciation; statistics;
rate of return;
amortization and more.

'

C $200.00

(With continuous memory)

And The

HP-25
HP-27

$145.00

l<evstroke Programmability. The automatic
answer to repetitive
problems, Switch to
PRGM and enter the
same keystrokes you
would use to solve the
problem· manually. Then
switch to RUN and enter
only the variables each
time .

$175.00

Gives you every pre- programmed scientific
function 'Hewlett-Packard
has ever offered-plus
the added power of
statistics and finance.

HP-67

HP-21

$450.00

The mosr puwerful
pocket programmable
calculator ever made by
Hewlett-Packard
• 4 Flags

$79.95

The HP-27 remembers
what's where auto-·
maticalfy. You can re-use
numbers without reentering them; your
calculator becomes your
scratch pad. You solve all
problems the way you use
your slide rule.

• 224 Fully Merged program steps
• 26 Addressable M emeries
• 10 u·scrs Definable Keys
• 3 Types of Addressing

New .. Srnan magnetic card render
makes every problem ansier

l

BAHKAMERICARD
e:;.:~~:.sau

Texas Instruments

I
I

' .,·!

~

CAP~~ILITY ~[

+ .) ECONOMY

..

SR-56 $109.95
SR-51-11 $79.9&
J

;

'

. "J 1•••• .... ,.~.~ .. , .... ,

Tl di9itaJ
watches
from$29.95

Now you can
optimize mathemamatical matrices.
Explore multiple
"what if" options .
Solve lengthy
iterative and
repetitive problems
with speed and
efficiency. And
much more.

Performs simple
arithmetic functions
as well as trigone.:
metric, logarithmic.
hyperbolic, roots,
powers, factorials,
reciprocals, percent
and percent change,
_statistical analyses
including line·ar
regression, and
direct-key unit
conversions.

7r
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Available in a choice
of 4 attractive
models in gold tone
and white tone
metal, with comple
mentary strars or
matching metal
band~.

.:.:JWOW
'

(;E/~

wr...J u

SR-52 $299.95
Tl-30

Three machines in
one. With the SR-52
you'll be able to do
things you couldn't
do without w~iting
to get on a compu~
ter. It operates
like three different
machines: Runs prerecorded programs.
Learns programs
you write. Works
like an advanced
'professional calculator. And all three
work together.

$24.95

Extra functions
stud~nts need ...,
per<;.eh't, parentheses, consti:tnt 1
roots,·powers,
reciprocals, common and natural logarithms,
degree/radian
· ·rn~de~. and trigonometric functions,
Pius memory.
.

.

We. carry a complete line of Tl a~cessories

HDL.MANJS, INC.
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Tl-1270 $14.95
Full function
memory: add, subtract. recall or clear
with a single keyStroke. Also, a
change sign l<ey.
Replaceable battery.
Optional a·dapter
available.

Model401-3
34.95

401
Wyorning Blvd. NE
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